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Friday, January 28, 1983 
will be windy and warrne� with highs 
in the upper 30s to lower 40s. Fri­
day night, cloudy� ·windy and 
warmer with a 50 percent chance of 
rain or snow. Saturday will be turn­
ing cold with a chance of rain or 
snow. 
Civil service workers 
urged to jOin AFSCME 
marks the spot 
Sophomore swim team member Terri Weaver used tape to cross the "EIU" off 
r school jacket Wednesday to protest cuts in aid to swimmers. See related 
ory on page 16. (News photo by Fred Zwicky) 
iquor sale decision held 
ntil surveys get returned 
'f Gene O'Shea 
Charleston Liquor Commission . 
embers agreed Thursday to wait until 
e results of a liquor survey are made 
ailable before deciding if retail stores 
Charleston should be allowed to sell 
ckage liquor. 
At its first meeting, commissioners 
pointed Eastern associate director of 
·�sions Murray Choate chairman 
d discussed 'the survey, which was 
ntly-sent to several area residents. 
The survey was designed, to deter­
. e Charleston· residents' opinions 
ncerning the control of package li­
or sales . 
Larry Stoever, Charleston city plan­
r, said results of the survey will be 
ailable next week. 
Stoever said 800 liquor surveys were 
"Jed to Charleston residents and 400 
eys have been returned. 
A similiar survey concerning retail li­
or sales was used in 1978,  Stoever 
"d. 
Stoever said the majority of students 
ponding at that time supported the 
liquor sales, whereas_ the majority of 
Charleston residents were opposed. 
Also at the meeting, members also 
discussed the in-store location of liquor 
in several Mattoon retail stores. 
Commissioner Jerry Carter said he 
was concerned that the presence of li­
quor in retail stores could be offensive 
to some members of the public. 
However, comm1ss1oner Russell 
Reddicks said that in Mattoon selling 
alcoholic beverages in retail stores has 
allowed for increased competition with 
package stores, which has resulted in li­
quor prices there running about $ 1  less 
than in Charleston. 
Although the commission also ad­
dressed the issues of carding policies 
and underage drinking, Choate said he 
did not think the purpose of the com­
mission· was to discuss those topics, but 
only to discuss the sale of liquor in 
retail stores. 
The Liquor Control Commision was 
reactivated in order to discuss amen­
ding a 1 959 ordinance to allow retail 
stores to sell liquor. 
by Jan Genis 
and Maureen Foertsch 
A representative for the national 
organization of the American Federa­
tion of State, County and Municipal 
Employees appeared at Eastern 
Thursday to encourage non-unionized 
civil service workers to organize. 
AFSCME representative Seth 
Hendler encouraged the university' s  
civil service employees t o  return collec­
tive bargaining authorization cards 
which indicate support of unioniza­
tion. -
Authorization cards from 35 percent 
of the non-unionized employees, most­
ly clerical workers, must be received by 
· AFSCME before unionization is possi­
ble. 
Last November, several of those 
workers said they were in favor of 
· unionization following a 3-percent 
salary increase given to Easteril ' s  
AFSCME-represented employees. 
Civil service workers did not receive a 
pay raise. 
John Kraj e fska ,  Charleston 
AFSCME Local 98 1 president, said he 
did not know Hendler spoke at 
Eastern. 
Shawn Veach, Eastern's unofficial 
AFSCME organizer and a civil service 
worker at Booth Library, said she was 
responsible for "bringing Hendler to 
Eastern. " 
"The whole thing (the move for 
unionization) is just getting started, "  
Veach said. " I  think he made some 
good points about what a union can do 
and what it can't." 
Some campus civil service employees 
responded favorably to Hendler's  
message. 
Marge Checkley, a clerical employee 
at Booth Library said, " It's interesting 
to know there is help (for non­
unionized employees) if we don't get 
raises from the administration. ' '  
· Nora Zaring, another library clerical 
employee, said , "I thought the talk 
was informative. Hendler made good 
points. 
"In my opinion, the union is 
favorable for us , "  she added. 
Sandra Timmons, president of 
Eastern' s  Civil Service Council who 
said in December she did not believe 
unionization would help Eastern' s  civil 
service employees, Was unavailable for 
comment Thursday. 
George Miller, Eastern's vice for ad­
ministration and finance and Wendy 
Meyer,  Eastern' s clerical staff 
representative, were also not available 
for comment on Hendler's appearance. 
ICTC introduces· change, 
long distance charges cu.t 
by H. E. Meeker 
Eastern students may save some 
money on long distance calls from 
changes recently initiated by Illinois 
Consolidated Telephone Company. 
I CTC will be charging customers dif­
ferently for intrastate long distance 
phone calls and offering calling cards 
to customers with good credit ratings, 
Paul Kaiser, ICTC assistant public 
relations director, said Wednesday. 
The Illinois Commerce Commission 
has approved rate changes applying to 
calls spanning two time slots , Kaiser 
said. 
Under the old system, customers 
could not benefit fr<;>m the 25-percent 
discount offered during the evening if 
the call spanned the daytime and night­
time slots , Kaiser said. 
He added this rate change could app­
ly "negatively" to calls beginning dur­
ing the evening time slot and ending 
during the daytime slot. 
ICTC offers a 25-percent discount 
on calls made during the evening time 
slot (5 p.m. to 1 1  p.m.) and a 40-
percent discount during the night and 
weekend time slots ( 1 1 p.m. to 8 a.m. 
on weekdays and all day on weekends 
until 5 p.m. Sunday). 
The rule change allows ICTC to 
charge its customers a split rate for 
those calls that span two time slots. For 
example, a customer initiating a call at 
4 :55 p.m. would be charged for five 
minutes under the higher daytime rate 
and the remainder of the conversation 
would be charged according to the 
lower evening rate. 
"Essentially, this allows calls to be 
billed according to the rates '!hat apply 
- throughout the length of calls ," Kaiser 
said . 
He added these changes apply to in­
trastate long distance calls and not in­
terstate calls . The Federal Commimica­
tions Commission approved similar 
rate changes for interstate calls in 1982. 
In accordance with the other change 
at ICTC, Eastern students who have 
maintained good credit ratings may ap­
ply for c�lling cards. The cards permit 
customers to charge Jong distance call� 
to their charge accounts while away 
from their home phone, Kaiser said. 
"The initial one-minute charge i� 
less with the calling cards" than with 
charging the call to another number or 
using change at a pay phone, Kaiser 
said . 
Students may apply for the cards at 
the Charleston ICTC office, 805 
Seventh St . ,  he said. 
Inside 
New resolution 
A resolution asking for state tax 
reform measures to help alleviate 
the strain of Illinois' $200-million 
budget deficit was approved by 
the Student Senate Wednesday 
night. The resolution will be sent to 
Gov. James Thompson. 
seepage7 
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News Round-Up 
Reagan's aides attempt to dispel 
suggestion to drop corporate tax 
bl t b d • WASHINGTON (AP)-President Reagan's  Jo ess ra e may e ecreas1ng suggestion to abolish the corporate income tax 
WASHINGTON-New claims for unemployment benefits was accorded a quick White House burial on 
in mid-January were at the lowest level since the fall of 198 1 ,  Thursday, and he delivered the eulogy: " I  
anc: ·a government economist said Thursday the figures were said . . .  I would kick  myself for saying that . I 
"an early clue " that joblessness may be c oming down. have . "  
First-time ar:Jlicati1ms for basic jobless relief in the week  Earlier, White . House spokesman Larry 
�nding Jan . 15 pJung ;d by 7 1 ,000- from the previous week' s  Speakes said flatly of the idea: "It  ain' t  going to 
562 , 000 to 491,000, the Labor Department said . be looked at . '• 
The report , issued Thursday, said it was the first time since " It ' s  something that' s  not  on the front burner, 
Ser ember 1981 that the total of first-time claims was beneath not on the bac k  burner for that matter . ' '  Speakes 
he lalf-million mark . insisted . . • R;)bert Ortner, c1'ief Commerce Department economist , Sen . Paul Laxalt; R-Nev . ,  -Reagan' s  closest 
:;a1il the l< _est report "implies that employment should be friend in Congress , said the remark was 
sta ;ilizing. ' . " something obviously that came off the top of 
· This h a1 early clue as to what might be coming" when his head . . .  He didn' t  intend to reflect policy at 
the government releases the national unemploymept figures . all . , ,  
Poor treatment affects raped 
But even as the chief executive and his aides 
scrambled to put the idea to rest, congressional 
Democrats were poking fun at it .  
"Sure, repeal it-if you're Alice in. 
Wonderland , "  said Sen .  Howard Metzenbaum, 
D-Ohio. 
"This president, who appeared to be Mr. N ice 
Guy on the TV tube in his· State of the Union 
message, talks one day later about repealing the 
corporate tax," said Metzenbaum. "This comes 
at the same time he is discussing a new tax on 
c onsumption-whic h  would be mainly on low· 
and middle-income people-a tax on unemploy­
ment c ompensation, a tax on health insurance. 
' 'This indicates the kind of callousness and in· 
sensitivity that is just unbelievable ,"  Metzen· 
baum added. 
AFL-CIO spokesman Murray Seeger said, "I 
think it reinforces the impression we all have o f  
him-that his mind is filled with these slogans he 
learned long ago and they pop out at odd times, 
and they don't  really relate to the basic dialogue 
on public policy . "  · 
The corporate income tax pumps an estimated 
$58 .3  billion into the treasury and accounts for 9 
percent of all federal tax receipts . CHICAGO-An estimated one in six wom
en in the United 
States will be raped at some time during her life ,  and physi­
cians should make themselves more aware of victims ' 
psychological needs and more sensitive to them, doctors say .  
How victims are treated by  doctors and hospital personnel , 
police , family and friends can greatly influence their 
recovery, noted the doctor5 in the Jan .  28 issue of the Journal 
of the American Medical Association. 
'Army of God' member convicted 
Rape victims commonly suffer a stress disorder called rape 
trauma syndrome, according to the authors- two doctors and 
a rape crisis worker in Lexington,  Ky . 
AL TON,ILL. (AP)-A Texas man was con­
victed Thursday.of attempted extortfon and con­
spiracy stemming from the abduction of an Il­
l in ois abortion clinic operator and his wife.  
ed a group calling itself the "Army of God", 
which claimed responsibility for the abduction. 
Symptoms of the syndrome may include re-experiencing 
the trauma, having dreams about it , losing interest in the 
world,  having trouble concentrating , experiencing guilt and a 
variety of other things . 
A federal jury of seven men and five women 
deliberated three hours before returning a guilty 
verdict against Don Benny Anderson, 42 , of 
Pearland , Texas . 
The charges involve alleged attempts to bloc 
the Hope Clinic for Women Ltd . in Granite Cit 
from participating in interstate commerce. 
Zevellos owns the clinic , located near the Illino is 
Missouri border . 
The syndrome often follows feel ings of shock,  disbelief , 
anxiety, humiliation, and sel f-blame that typically accom­
pany rape, said the authors . 
"Physicians should involve the rape survivor in the ex­
amination process ,  talk to her about the procedures , allow 
her as much control as possible over what is done to her , and 
listen to her· if �he wisb.e� to t_alk about the assaul t , "  t hey said .  
Anderson was one of three men charged with 
attempted extortion and conspiracy stemming 
from the eight-day abduction last August of Dr.  
Hector Zevallos,  53, and his wife ,  Rosalie Jean , 
45, from the couple ' s  rural Edwardsville home. 
"The purpose here was an abduction to get 
some publicity for abortion , "  Schoeneberg said, 
adding that Zevallos and his wife were kidnap­
ped by three men who had a sincere belief that 
abortion was wrong . 
Ulfartys 
� 
Authorities have said that Anderson and 
brothers Wayne Moore, 18, and Matthew 
Moore, 20 , both of New Caney, Texas , compos-
U .S .  Attorney • Frederick Hess said the 
evidence showed Anderson was quilty as charg­
ed . 
FIRST BAPTIST DAYTONA INN 
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Sofa bed 
Senior Greg Higgins catches up on some sleep between classes Tuesday in 
the University Union Walkway. (News photo by DeDe Haut) 
FacultY not satisfi8d 
with internship credit 
by Stacy Wells In other business, task force 
Some faculty members said they are members discussed the cost of 
dissatisfied with the amount of credit operating the cooperative education 
they are given for supervising intern- office at Eastern. 
ships, according to a recent report Ebdon said, ''We also talked about 
detailing current internship practices. cost factors of cooperative education 
The report was presented by and if some of the work done in the 
chemistry department chairman Dave cooperative education office could be 
Ebdon at Wednesday's meeting of the replaced by departments." · 
task force on internships and Bartling said, ''There was an offer 
cooperative education. from (Placement Center . Director 
The report said some faculty James) Jay Knott, to take over the 
members were unhappy with the small ·cooperative education office at no ex­
amount of monetary compensation tra cost." 
they received compared to the time - "But we did not have the chance to 
they spent directing student intern- discuss the option or possibility of that 
ships. idea," she added. 
According to the report, faculty In addition, Bartling said some com-
members can get paid for th�ir supervi- mittee memQers said they wished in­
sion only when the work occurs during ternships received a letter grade rather 
the semester preceding the internship. than being graded on a pass-fail basis. 
Faculty members who do not work Ebdon said there will probably be no 
at Eastern while the student does his in- definite recommendations made on the 
ternship will not be paid for the super- - topics discussed until the next task 
vision, task force chairman Sharon force meeting which is tentatively set 
Bartling said. for February 16. 
Faculty senators favor Marvin's budget explanations 
by Linda Wagner _ 
Several faculty senators' reactions to 
Eastern President Daniel E.- Mai:vin's 
explanation of recent 2-percent man­
datory budget cuts have been 
favorable. 
Faculty Senate Chairman Jeffrey 
Lynch said he believed President Mar­
vin was "very honest and upfront··  
about the situation. 
"I like the fact that he is trying to 
make the cuts where they won't impact 
people directly," Lynch said. 
The cuts, brought about by a pro­
jected $200-million state budget 
deficit, resulted in a reduction of 
$489,000 in Eastern's General Revenue 
Fund. 
Marvin informed the senate of the 
cuts' effects at the Jan. 18 Faculty 
Senate meeting. 
Faculty Senate Secretary E.G. Gab­
bard said, "We are just being hurt · 
tremendously by the cuts in the state." 
However, he added, "It is pleasing 
that the cuts are taken from non-
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academic areas.'' 
Marvin said the two major areas 
which faced the largest cuts were Per­
sonal Services and Contractual Ser­
vices. 
Senator Ken Sutton said he was 
"most positive" toward Marvin's 
statements. "He (Marvin) has been 
able to keep faculty spirits high and I 
like that. 
Sutton added the "picture is bleak" 
but he said he was convinced of Mar­
vin's sincerity and "liked the way he 
has chosen to handle it." 
At the meeting Marvin said $180 
million in state .reserves could be used 
to help alleviate further state b!ldget 
deficits, along with an income tax hike 
of one percent, which he favors. 
Senator Harold Nordin said he also 
favors a tax increase. 
"I think the state needs to increase 
taxes for forthcoming expenditures,'' 
Nordin said. "The desire -to increase 
taxes is a long-term solution.'' 
Paet & Pe#til 
�<UC· �r:4! 
Typewriter decring & rapai­
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Scholarship cuts unfair to swimmers 
Eastern's Athletic Director R.C. Johnson should 
not have completely eliminated Eastern's swimm­
ing teams' �thletic scholarships. 
Johnson announced the cut of al l  Grant-in-Aid 
and Talented Student Award money from both the 
men's and women's swimming programs in a Nov. 
23 letter to swimming coach Ray Padovan. 
Rathe!· than jeopardizing the future of Eastern's 
swlmmir .g programs, through scholarship cuts 
that wiU :nnke it impossible for Padovan to recruit, 
Jchnson should have formulated an alternative 
solution. 
A possible solution would have been to 
distribute the cancellation of scholarships, caus­
ed by a predicted deficit in TSA and Grant-in-Aid 
monies, evenly among all Eastern's sports pro­
grams. 
The deficit, which Johnson has predicted wil l  be 
caused by a corollary decrease in enrollment and 
student fee monies, could have been offset by 
across-the-board cuts in all sports programs. With 
this solution, no one program would suffer severe 
cutbacks. 
Eastern's swimming program, which receives 
$30,654 in TSAs and GIAs, could have sustained 
a small reduction if all the other sports received 
equal cuts. 
But Johnson said he would not cut scholarship 
money from basketball or football-Eastern's main 
revenue producing sports. 
· 
The football program received $ 1  98, 7 36 in aid 
·this' year and · men's basketball received 
$56,580. These .figures, ·compared with the 
a1Tigunts. other Eastefo sports programs recei_ved, 
are astromomical. 
· Other sports program TSA and Grant-in-Aid 
monies include: women's basketball with 
3 1 ,932; baseball $ 1 4,5 1 4; cross country and 
track $26,062;  soccer $40,674; wrestling 
$24,362; field · hockey $5,870; softball 
$ 1 5,288; volleyball $ 1 9,902; women's track 
$23, 1 84 and women's tennis $4,470. ·. 
· The football and basketball programs could sus-
Eastern speaks: 
Editorial 
tain cuts that would help alleviate the predicted . . 
deficit. But Johnson's priorities are clear; revenue 
sports wil l  not be cut to make up the deficit. 
A more equitable distribution of the deficit 
burden, between all programs, might have allow­
ed a few swimmers to keep their scholarships. , 
In his letter to Padovan, Johnson said the deci­
sion was not a snap one and took a year of plann­
ing. If Johnson had notified Padovan of possible 
scholarship deficits, TSA and GIA monies would 
probably not have been promised to some swim­
mers. Those swimmers would then have had the 
opportunity to consider scholarship offers from 
other universities. 
Because Johnson did· not notify Padovan, 
scholarship awards were given to 2 2  swimmers 
who believed they would receive those scholar­
ships for the remainder of their Eastern swimming 
careers. 
Although Johnson said he will not alter his deci­
sion, he should reconsider his actions and in the 
future rebudget scholarship monies so other 
Eastern athletic programs do not suffer as swimm­
ing will. 
This week's question was asked by Marc Pacatte. Photos by 
Tom Roberts. 
Has changing band directors affected performance? 
Martie Blue 
senior 
health, physical education 
"No, r do.n't'g�e$s.1fhas. 
They'r�· talented 'enough on 
their own. They sound 
fine." 





physical educa tion/ 
political science 
' "I didn't even know tt\er� "·J :1 • ,.,, 
was a change/but fl�hjoy. �-- '1Yeah: They're no( the 
their performances alot." same-not with it as much. I 






"Sure it has, I think.ifs f6r 
the better-: I think it's pretty 
immature that people are 
quitting. He's only here to. 
'benefit the students." 
Your turn 
Eat, drink  and be merry 
Editor: 
In response to the letters submitted 
to "Your Turn" by Ed SotOr, Michael 
Andrews and Mark Jameson, we are 
presenting another part of this weight 
problem that seems to have been omit· 
ted. 
It is unjust to speak solely of 
overweight females; the real problem 
seems to lie within the overweight per· 
son. 
Perhaps there is a more serious 
weight problem with the females, but 
let's not exclude the qualified males. 
They too, have their fair share of 
-members . 
In the Jan. 25 letter, the "corpulent 
cuties" were aske_d to give some ex· 
cuses for their problem. 
Here on Eastern's campus the ratio 
of girls to guys is 3: 1 . This decreases 
our chances tr�mendously of even fin· 
ding a guy. As we turn and look around 
in the bars, that is, if our vision is not 
blocked by the groups of beer-bellied, 
obese males, we see few meri worth 
turning around for. 
So, looks are not everything, right? 
But when the time is taken to even talk 
to one of these guys, we are often 
turned off. 
Admittedly, there are some men out 
there who aren't bad looking, but this 
elite. group is usually taken or else they 
have the attitude that they are the 
grel,itest thing ever created. 
So, why is th�re such a large number 
of fat girls? Simple, the guys haven't 
given us any reason to lose weight, so 
why not eat, drink and be merry? 
Names withheld by request 
Sotor's letter ignorant 
Editor: 
This is a reply to the letter to "the fat 
girls on Eastern's campus" written by 
the illustrious Ed Sotor. 
I think the letter tops the list of most 
ignora·nt letters written (followed by the 
disastrous toilet paper affair). I'm glad 
to hear you changed your eating habits 
and became thin-to bad it all went to 
your head 
I can't believe you can be so 
chauvinistic. Your idea of the perfect 
girl is probably thinner and shorter than 
you. You can't claim that you don't 
judge a person by her. looks, it is 
human nature (also called first impres· 
sions). 
However, you should have a better 
reason to turn away from a girl than 
because of her size. Fat girls are just 
as generous, intelligent, humorous and 
fun as any other girl. 
Another point I have to wonder about 
is just what do you consider "wide· 
bodied?" Must it be densely packed in 
a few choice areas or sliding unevenly 
over the entire surface? 
I'm not fat, Ed. I can still fit through 
doors. Like you, I once had a weight 
problem that I overcame; during that 
· time I ran into people with your ideas. 
To bad you have this prejudice, you 
·are missing quite a few fascinating 
people. "'" 1L 
By the way, you better tuck in those 




Try Hol lywood, Sotor 
Editor: 
I am writing in reference to Ed 
Sotor's letter complaining about the 
overweight female population of this 
campus. The letter was addressed to 
the "fat girls on campus," and while I 
do not believe myself to be in that 
category, I feel strongly about pu,bicly 
disagreeing with Sotor's opinion. 
Ed, I pity you. You who have "never 
been one to judge people on looks" 
being "surrounded by a couple of doz­
ed wide-bodied girls." 
You poor thing. I can picture it and I 
too am sickened· by the very thought. 
Bless you, Ed, that you have found it in 
your heart to excuse those overweight 
women with a thyroid condition (based 
on your vast medical knowledge). 
An open, objective, unprejudiced 
person such as yourself should be sur­
rounded by only beautiful models and 
starlets. . 
Imagine the nerve of those fat girls 
actually thinking they had a right to en­
joy themselves at the same bar as you. 
Why, such a thought is blasphemous! 
But what can be done? Perhaps a 
mandatory weight-loss program for 
anyone who doesn't meet your stan­
dards? What about hair color? Do you 
prefer blondes? Maybe we could con­
vince the girls of Eastern to dye their 
hair to suit you. 
How about fashion conciousness, in­
telligence quotients and breast size? 
Where will it end, King Edward? Ah, 
wouldn't the world be a lovelier place if 
you were to run it? 
But back to reality. Did you really ex­
pect to start noticing a thinner campus 
after the publication of your letter? If it 
were as easy as "curbing an urge," 
many of the people you spoke of 
would not be overweight. 
Considerable weight loss is a long 
and tedious process and those people 
going through it need encouragement 
and patience, rather than the 
degrading insults of one individual. 
I've found Eastern fo be a campus 
full of friendly, normal people. If you're 
looking for the beautiful people, try 
Hollywood. 
Randi E. Faust 
Cut out cute stuff, guys 
Editor: 
After reading Michael Andrews and 
Ma r k  J a m e s o n ' s  J a n .  25 
demonstration of poor taste, bad man­
ners and typical macho delusions, I 
feel the .need to defend the fairer sex 
(and not just the "corpulent cuties" 
you so snidely made reference to). 
Cut the cute stuff, guys. We can play 
your game, too. I just bet both of you 
are the perfect combination of Tom 
Selleck's face, Sly Stallone's body and 
Burt Reynolds' sex appeal. 
Maybe it's time you two realize that 
rudely insulting women for something 
they are self-conscious about already 
Isn't very thoughtful. Or sensitive. Or 
any other similar quality that a woman 
finds essential in a man when she falls 
In love. . ' 
Why pick _on overweight females?· 
Why not skinny, unmuscular guys? 
Why not guys with four-letter word 
vocabularies? How about people with 
big noses? Or acne? 
This campus is populated with all 
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kinds of people with all kinds of flaws. 
How do you feel about anorexia ner­
vosa? Is that thin enough for you? Why 
do you think they get that way, 
anyway? 
Face it guys, you two will never find 
the "perfect" girl because any girl with 
looks, personality, a good body and an 
ounce of intelligence isn't going to 
want a guy who publicly downgrades 
her sex. 
Sandra Muskopf 
You can always leave 
Editor: 
This in. reply to Ed Sotor's article 
concerning the overweight women on 
Eastern's campus. I seriously believe 
in standing up for one's viewpoint, 
however, there is such a thing as using 
tact. 
I also was overweight in the past and 
was able to curb my appetite, but I 
don't enjoy announcing it in the pro­
cess of putting others down. I 
understand that Sotor was probably 
trying to help, in his odd little way, but I 
think his style of doing so leaves 
something to be desired. 
Voicing one's opinion should be · 
done with consideration. I guess the 
first thing to consider is, how many 
people actually care what you think? 
Obviously, Sotor didn't ponder on that 
point · or he wouldn't have bothered 
writing the letter. 
All in all, I would like to ask· The Daily 
Eastern News' readers, how many· 
people go to a bar and sit there wat­
ching people that make them sick? 
Not many, as far as I know. 
There is an old saying that needs to 
be said. If you don't like what you see, 
then don't look at it, or in Sotor's case, 
you could always leave. 
Cindy Sippel 
Cu rb one�sidedness 
Editor: 
I feel it is necessary to attempt to 
curb the one-sidedness of the recent 
articles concerning the reassignment 
of band director Harold Hillyer. 
It seems the basic concept is that 
the reassignment was negative and 
has hurt the band program. I found 
Karen Miller's comments· in very poor 
taste. 
Having worked with Richard Barta on 
·-�· KM-V\.f..le.J��3· 
a variety of occassions, I find he is an 
excellent musician, uses rehearsal 
time· well and of the many teachers I 
have known, is one of the most 
dedicated to the education of his 
students. 
As I believe was printed earlier (and if 
not, should have been) the chairman of 
the music department and the dean of 
the School of Fine Arts spent a year 
researching the problem and consulted 
the Board of "Governors of state col­
leges in making this decision. 
It was unanimous that the reassign­
ment should be made. It would be very 
unfortunate, and embarrassing for all 
parties involved, if it became 
necessary to publicly release the fin­
dings of their research in order to de­
fend their position. 
It is my hope that the issue will now 
be laid to rest for the benefit of all con­
cerned. Although I really didn't have 
the time it took to write these few lines 
· and I hated to be the one to speak up, I 
felt it was absolutely necessary. 
-
Bernard Borah 
Shou ld fat gi r ls  hide? 
Editor: 
This is an open letter to Ed Sotor. 
This is in response to your letter of 
Jan. 20 in which you stated that you · 
were surrounded in a bar by a couple 
dozen round-bodied girls drinking and 
eating munchies. · 
My question is, what are we (the 
round-bodied) supposed to do? Stay 
home until we are skinny enough, in 
your opinion, to be seen in public? 
When is this? When our thunder thighs 
are the size of toothpicks or a good 
strong wind can blow us away? 
Maybe then you would ,feel we were 
able to appear in public, so that some 
smart college man like you could pick 
us up, enjoy our company and then 
marry us and keep us barefoot and 
pregnant for the rest of our lives. 
I too am sorry, but I also · think 
something needs to be said. Did it ever 
occur to you that we, the fat of 
Eastern, are upset and trying to do 
something about our problem? 
Your letter is enough to make me go 
straight to the nearest doughnut house 
and eat every cream puff in sight. 
We the over-eaters need encourage­
ment, not another slap on our fat fan­
nies. 
When you were overweight I hope 
The D;ally Eastern News 
people treated you with respect and 
understanding and helped you, instead 
of shutting you away like the ugly 
duckling you are embarassed to 
recognize. 
We, the extra-large set, are usually 
the first to know we have a problem, 
especially in this world where thin is in. 
Remember that, as you said, you 
don't judge people by their looks, but it 
sure seems to me you were doing just 
that. You might try to get to know one 
of these big bar room beauties and you 
might find that just because they can't 
belly up to the bar as close as you, 
they are real people with real feelings 
and desires. 
Maybe in this way you can help us 
fight the battle of the bulge through 
friendship instead of putting us all in 
the group of fat, a broad problem. 
And remember, Ed, your fat might 
come back. 
Name withhetd upon request 
Reviewer's view narrow 
Editor: 
In reference to Kevin Zimmerman's 
review of "The Jam's" new album, I 
would like to ask him this: 
Zimmerman, with all due respect to 
"The Jam," what makes you think that 
bands such as the "Stray Cats" and 
"Adam Ant" are "no talents?" I think 
that this was an extremely narrow­
minded view to take. 
First, the "Stray Cats" happen to be 
three quite talented individuals. 
Granted, they are quite commercial, 
which is one reason.that I c;!o not care 
for them. However, not every- band's 
goal is to be "rather obscure In 
America." 
In fact, it is quite an accomplishment 
to make an album that sells so well in 
America. 
As for "Adam Ant," he is quite 
popular in _ England and was also 
"obscure in America" until recently. 
Both of these bands have a con­
siderable amount o( talent, if not in 
musical ability, then in the ability to 
write a commercial tune which may be 
exactly what they are trying to do. 
Let me ask you this, Zimmerman: 
What is the difference between a band 
selling out in America and a band sell­
ing out in England? 
� After all, how do you get to be 
"England's number one band" without 
selling out to commerciality? 
Tom Perry 
letter policy 
The name and phone number of at 
least one author must be submitted 
with each letter to the editor. Letters 
submitted without a name (or with a 
pseudnnym) or without a phone 
number or other means of verifying 
authorships will not be published. 
Names will be withheld on request. 
Letters should be typewritten and 
should not exceed 250 words. Letters 
which exceed the 2 50-word limit will 
be edited to fit with"the writer's permis­
sion. Please try to hold letters to t�e 
limit before submitting them. Handwrit­
ten letters will be accepted but must 
be legible. 
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CAA recommends ending · 
degree programs to BOG 
by Audrey B. Dumentat 
Two. of Eastern's degree programs 
should be recommended for elimina­
tion under the Annual Board of Gover­
nors Program Review, the Council on 
Academic Affairs decided Thursday. 
The bachelor's degree in pre­
medicine (cooJferative) . should receive 
this designation because it no longer 
serves a useful purpose, Provost and 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Stanley Rives said. 
There have been no graduates in the 
pre-medicin e program and none are 
predicted, . ivcs added. 
In additbn, Rivts said the teacher 
certi fication option under the 
bachelor' s  earth science degree has 
never been approved as a teacher 
education program by the Illinois State 
Board of Education and should not be 
offered to students . 
In addition, seven other degree pro­
grams were earmarked as expand 
asterisk, which indicates that a pro­
gram should be eligible to receive addi­
tional funds , although no enrollment 
growth is recommended. 
The programs listed under the ex­
pand asterisk heading include the 
bachelor' s  degrees in accounting, 
finance, management , marketing and 
computer management; the bachelor ' s  
degrees in  economics and mathematics ;  
and the bachelor' s  degree in geology. 
The bachelor' s  degree in speech 
communication was recommended to 
receive an expand designation, which 
indicates the program should be eligi­
ble for enrollment growth as well as ad� 
ditional funds . 
The remai nder of · Easter n ' s 
undergraduate degree programs were 
·recommended to receive a status quo 
designation, which indicates · that no 
major changes in the program are 
necessary . 
This information was compiled in 
response to the BOG's annual request 
for a report on the condition of the 
university's  degree programs as well as 
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recommendations for the programs. 
CAA chairman David Buchanan 
said the BOG sends the information 
from the annual report to officials on 
the Illinois Board of Higher Educa­
tion, who use it to help in making deci­
sions concerning the allocation of 
money to the various universities in Il­
linois. 
Recommendations for Eastern's 
degree programs were tentatively form­
ed by Rives and then submitted to the 
CAA, the Council on Teacher Educa­
tion, the Council on Graduate Studies 
and the Council of Deans. 
Rives asked the various councils to 
review the recommendations for the 
degree programs in their areas of 
jurisdiction and make any appropriate 
changes . 
Buchanan said a final decision on . 
the recommendati_ons will be made by 
Rives before the suggestions are sub­
mitted to the BOG. 
In other business, a proposal to 
grade Eastern' s  3000-level summer 
workshops on a pass-fail basis only, 
while retaining a letter-grade evalua­
tion for the the 4750-level workshops, 
was not approved by the CAA. 
Summer School Director Charles 
Switzer said the proposal was designed 
' ' to get at a specific problem of 
students signing up for  these 
(workshops) just to raise their GPAs 
(grade point averages) . "  
However, CAA member Ron 
Wohlstein, who v9ted against the pro­
posal , said he thought it was unfair to 
discriminate between the two types of 
workshops. 
In other action, management and 
marketing instructor Edward Brankey, 
art instructor Hannah Eads and 
English instructor Pat Wright were ap­
pointed members of the Committee on 
Reinstatement . 
Eastern' s  new policy on readmis­
sion, effective this fall, calls for a new 
Committee on Reinstatement . 
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1-' 'Nuclear age ' 
topic of le�ture 
Scientific advancements in recent years have 
tied the ideas of war and nuclear weapons 
together in many minds . 
-
However, chemist and peace advocate William 
A. Nevill does not believe the two ideas 
necessarily go hand-in-hand and will present his 
lecture "Is  Just War Possible in a Nuclear Age? " 
at East�rn Sunday, Larry Thorsen, political 
science department chairman, said. - , 
The lecture is sponsored by Eastern' s  political 
science and chemistry departments, he added. 
Nevill is currently director of graduate studies 
at Indiana University-Purdue University at In­
dianapolis ,  and a member of the Presbyterian 
Church National Peacemaking Advisory Com� 
mittee, Thorsen said . 
Nevill was formerly chairman of the chemistry 
department at Indiana�Purdue, he added . 
The lecture will be presented at 2 p .m.  in 
Booth Library lecture hall . 
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Senat� reg��sts ia�. reforms 
by Keith Clark dent government banquet. 
and Douglas Backstrom The senate also approved Scott Calhoun as senator 
The Student Senate Wednesday approved a resolu- from the residence hall district, filling the open seat 
tion to be sent to Gov. James R.  Thompson and the created when Glenn Good was elected speaker of the 
Illinois General Assembly_calling for state tax reform senate. 
measures to help alleviate the strain of Illinois' $200- Nominations for vacant positions on student-
million budget deficit . faculty boards were also approved by the senate. Ap-
Board of Governors Representative Matt Glover, proved were John Walen and Ed Mullally for the 
who proposed the resolution, said that by increasing Sports and Recreation Board and Barb Krug for the 
the state' s  income level , higher education may not be Council on Academic Affairs . 
forced to endure further budget cuts . The senate also approved Cole' s recommendation 
Glover said he favors an increase in the personal that Carol Harper be dismissed from the AB because 
income tax and added that a 1 -percent maximum in- of poor attendance. Cole said Harper failed to attend 
crease in the income tax will yield the state approx- any regularly-scheduled AB meetings. 
imately $ 1  billion extra annually. He added that the AB will nominate a replacement 
The senate also approved an Apportionment for Harper prior to next Wednesday's senate 
Board bylaw revision which states that student fee meeting. 
money cannot be used to purchase alcoholic The senate also approved an organization titled 
beverages . "Students for Byrne, "  a political support group for 
Financial Vice President John Cole said he did not Chicago Mayor Jane Byrne, which plans to distribute 
want problems to arise similar to the controversy stu- _ literature and absentee ballot applications in the 
dent government faced last year when student fees I Union walkway. 
were used to --purchase alcoholic - beverages at a stu-
Students able to overcome math anxiety-instructor 
by Sheila Billerbeck 
Although the consequences of math anxiety can be 
"very serious , "  students can overcome their fear of 
numbers, Eastern psychology instructor Stev� 
Jenkins said. 
Jenkins offered tips on relieving math-induced 
stress to a group of 1 5  students at noon Wednesday 
during his life-skills seminar titled "Math Anxiety. "  
Jenkins defined math anxiety as "a nervousness 
associated with math courses, tests and problems. , ,  , 
"Although a lot of people do not realize how they 
acquire math anxiety, "  the fear can cause serious 
problems,  he said. 
One serious side effect of math anxiety is the 
possibility of interference in other fields of study, 
J enkiris said. 
"Students suffering from math anxiety often 
restrict their dealings in any math-related area, " he 
said. 
The anxiety can get so severe that it can even affect 
a student's  ability to fill out their own tax form, 
Jenkins added. 
However, Jenkins said a "little" anxiety can be 
beneficial since it can provide the energy needed to 
overcome the fear . 
"You should be able to relax and cope with the 
feeling of being overwhelmed" in order to prepare 
for overcoming the fear of numbers, he explained. 
Besides preparation, students need to "psyche 
themselves up" for an upcoming quiz or exam in 
math, he added. 
"And when it is finally over and you did a good 
j ob ,  congratulate yourself , , ,  Jenkins said. 
"We need to tell ourselves that we attempted and 
succeeded, "  he added. 
Freshman Stewart Booden, an engineering major, 
said he came to the lecture because of the extreme 
anxiety he faces due to the large number of math 
courses required for his maj or.-
" I am going to try some of these relaxing pro­
cedures that Jenkins gave me because anxiety is a real 
problem for me," Booden said.  
'SPRING BREAK '83 
TRAVEL ASSOCIATES 'Sun Break Package 'for 
$165 00 complete 
Your 'Sun Break_Pa�k@ge' _lri�ludes � 
• 1 .  Round-trip transportation via the newest model 
motorcoach with reclining seats and restroom. 
• 2. Seven nights deluxe accommodations at 
Daytona's Kings Inn Row Hotel . 
• 3 .  Two poolside parties with complimentary beer . 
• 4 .  Volleyball tournament , with prizes . 
• 5 .  All taxes . 
• 6 .  Services of Travel Associates' on-site tour staff . 
March 25th - April 3rd 
For More Info & Sign up call TIM at 581 -5531 
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• • us1c ser1es 
o conti n ue 
ith q uartet 
Sharon-Bray 
The Chester String Quartet will be 
tured this week in the third part of 
five-program Chamber Music 
'es. 
Karen Sanders of the music depart­
nt said the Chester String Quartet is 
e of the most promising young 
rtets today. 
The concert will feature three works , 
uartet, ·K .  1 57" by W.A.  Mozart, 
uartet No. 3 ( 1 927)" by Bela Bartok 
"String · Quartet" by Maurice 
:vet, Sanders said. 
The quartet won an international 
petition in 1 978 at the Eastman 
ool of Music in Rochester , N. Y. Its 
bers worked with and assisted the 
eland Quartet for two years after 
t, Sanders said . 
The free concert will be performed at 





A new group on campus has been 
ed to deal with an issue pertaining 
Chicago residents-the election of a 
yor for the city . 
Meg and Matt Abraham, campus 
rdinators of Students for Mayor 
ne, were notified by the Student 
ate Wednesday that the organiza-
n will be a recognized campus 
up . 
One of the group' s  first official ac­
'ties will be to sponsor a table in the 
'on Friday, where absentee ballot 
lications for the Feb . 22 primary 
1 be available, Meg Abraham s aid . 
Students who live in Chicago and 
t to vote in the primary need to 
· 1  their applications by Feb . 4, 
raham said . 
Submitting the applications by then 
insure enough time for a ballot to 
returned, she said.  
The completed ballots must be 
urned to Chicago before Feb . 22 . 
Besides absentee ballots , there will 
bumper stickers,  buttons and Mayor 
ne literature available at the table 
m l O a.m.  to 2 p .m . , she said . . 
Abraham added there will be a Col­
e Fest 4-6 : 30 p .m.  Friday at Mike ' s  
ce, 8 19  W.  Lincoln Ave. Students 
o wear a Mayor Byrne button will 
able to drink beer free. 
First Presbyterian 
Church 
7th & Madison 
345-2335 345-9190 
Sunday 
Church School 9:  1 5  a . m .  




7 :00-8 :00 p . m .  
Wesley Foundation 
2202 4th Street 
(Across from Lawson Hall) 
Dr. John F. Dodson Pastor 
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Services Offered Roommates 
FAST RESUM E  SERVICE.  
Seniors :  'tour resume attracts 
rnord interest printed . Let us 
help your resume look pr.:ifes· 
sional. Lew, low ' price. Wide 
selection of paper. Rardin 
Graphics, 13 1 7 1 8th Street . 
---- - . __ _ 00 
Private .Japanese l<lnguac;P. 
:essons offered . Call 34<J· 
892:.' . 
_____________ 1 /2 8  
Babysitter availabe most 
we•Jknights and weekends. 
Call Kel ly ,  58 1 ·2423 .  
---- - - ·  ____ 1 /28 
Guitar le�-sont: available on 
·:ampus 5 8 1 -57  1 ,  Rick. 
------- - - _ _  1 /3 1  
H e l p  Wa nted 
Need extra r:ioney this 
semester? Sell Avon products 
in spare _ time . Earn good 
money,  buy at a1scount .  Call 
345-4 1 69 or 345-4023.  
_________ 1 /3 1  
Make 2 t o  3 times your cost 
on over ;:> , 500 products. Buy 
at low wholesale prices ! Great 
profit potential . We drop-ship .  
Call 58 1 ·2081 . 
_________ 1 /28 
$200 to $400 WEEKLY 
working part br full time at 
home. No experience.  All 
ages. National C o m pan y .  
F R E E · i n format i o n .  S e n d  
stam ped se l f -addressed 
e n v e l o p e  t o : 
JAHOSE/Homeworker, Dept . 
7 1 1 ,  P . O .  Box 202 , Reoy , I L .  
6 2 2 9 4 .  
_________ 1 /3 1  
OVERSEAS JOBS Sum-
mer/year round .  Europe, S . 
Amer . , Australia, Asia. Al l  
fields . $500-$ 1 200 monthly. 
Sightseeing.  Free info. Write 
IJC Box 52- lb-3 Corona Del 
Mar, CA 9 2 6 2 5 .  
________ 3/ 1 0  
Wanted 
Want a room? A earl'. A 
stereo? A job? Whatever you 
want, check the Eastern News ­
classified ads - they can help !  
_________cO Oh · 
R ides/R iders 
Ride needed to Waukegan or 
surrounding area on Fr. 1 / 2 8  
a n d  back o n  Sun . 1 /30 . Call 
Kim 58 1 ·3608 . 
__ _______ 1 /2 8  
N,:ed ride t o  Terre Haute 
1 /28/83 anytime after 2 : 30 
p . m .  Help gas $ $ .  Call Kitty , 
348- 1 048 .  
________ 1 /2 8 · 
Ride desperately needed to 
DeKalb area and back this 
weekend ,  mother i l l .  Call 
Louise 3 1 5 9 .  
-
_ ________ 1 / 2 8  
Need o n e  resPonsible, non· 
s m o k i n g  f e m a l e  u p ­
perclassman or grad student to 
share Youngstowne Apart· 
ment. For more information , 
call 345· 1 0 1 3 . 
_________ 1 /3 1  
Large back yard , own room.  
$ 1 00 per month . Call 348·  
5206.  
. 
________ 1 /28 
For Rent 
Rent a mini-storage a s  low as 
1 5 dollars per month . Sizes 4 x 
1 2  up to � 0 x 2 2 .  P'ione 345· 
7 7 46 
_________  oo 
Three bedroom furnished 
house near campus, 955 4th 
St. $400/mo. Phone 345· 
7746 
__________ oo 
Private furnished rooms for 
men . $ 1 00 near square . Call 
345· 7 1 7 1  between 1 0· 1 1 
and 5 · 7 .  
__________ 00 
Regency Apartments is now 
leasing for summer and school 
year of 1 983·84.  Stop by for 
information or call 345- 9 1 0 5 .  
________ 2 / 1 9 
Charleston-·4 BR , bath and 
half, off street parking ,  wood 
b u r n i n g  f i rep lac e ,  stove , 
refrigerator, 1 00/mo. per stu· 
dent, rent thru May or Aug.  
Security deposit. Cal l  349· 
8302 . 
________ 1 /28 
For rent: Four  roommates 
needed for 5-bedroom house . 
Rent $ 1 45 plus utilities . Call 
345 - 1 308 or 345- 6 1 1 9 .  
_________ 1 /3 1  
Need 1 gir l  for excellent fur­
nished apt. with 3 others . 
Reasonable rent, 3 blocks 
away . Call Jan : 345 · 2 1 1 3 . 
_________2/3 
For 1 gir l ; attractive 2 
bedroom apt . Good location . 
345· 1 632 . 
_________ , / 2 8  
Need 1 g u y  for excellent fur­
nished apt. with 3 others . 
Reasonable rent, 3 blocks 
away . Call Jan 345·2 1 1 3 . 
________2/3 
For Sa le 
Small component stereo 
system ,  speakers , turntable,  
receiver, tape.  $60.  Cal l  345· 
732 1 after 4 .  
________ 1 /28 
GIRL SCOUT COOKI ES-To 
order, call 345-4223 or 348· 
8237 . 
------�-- 1 /2 8  
Fender bass a n d  Yamaha 50 
watt amplifier. $425 gets both . 
5 8 1 -2506 .  
_________ 2 / 1  
F O R  SALE : Kenwood KA· 
3500 Integrated Amplif ier. 
$ 1 2 5 .  Call 348- 1 56 4 .  
_________ 2/3 
·'" "' f:or sa1e 
S a n s u i r .e c e i v e r ,  5 0  
watts/chan nel ,  M ust sel l !  
$ 1 50.00,  call Mike, 348· 
5564. 
----,------1 /2 8  
Dorm size refrigerator. Only 
$60. Good condition. Call 
5 8 1 -3589 . 
________ 1 /2 8  
F o r  Sale:  1 97 4 Toyota Sta· 
t ionwagon ,  1 9 6 9  Datsu n  
Pickup, 1 9 7 4 Dasher, and 
1 975 Rabbit . Call William 
Gossett at 345·6638. 
1 /2 8  
Lost a nd Fou nd 
FOU ND:  Black and white cat 
found three days ago. Approx· 
imately one year old . Call 348· 
5856.  
_________ 1 /2 8  
FOUN D :  Three keys o n  a St. 
Louis Cardinal 1<ey chain found 
Friday at McDonald's on Lin· 
coin . Call 581 · 2 9 6 5 .  
_________ 1 /28 
LOST OR STOLEN : Brown 
" 'C hess King" leather jacket in 
Stevenson Lounge. If found,  
call 38 7 5 .  Reward . 
_________ 1 /2 8  
LOST: O n e  pair o f  black mit­
tens with white lining lost in Life 
Science building before break. 
PLEASE call 581 "5466.  
________ 1 /2 8  
FOU N D :  Blue mitten outside 
Univ .  U n ion .  Call 5496 ( Rick) 
to clai m .  
_________ 1 /3 1  
FOU N D :  A gold necklace in 
Lantz bui ld ing.  To claim call 
Karen at 5 8 1 -3893.  
_________ 1 /3 1  
FOU N D :  A l l  blac k cat 
w/brown flea collar at corner of 
Sixth and Polk. Call 345- 2 7 6 2 . 
_________ 1 /3 1  
FOU N D :  Tues . man's watch 
in locker room at Lantz . Call 
Mark at 348-5497 . 
_______ _ 1 /3 1  
Joni Taylor come pick·up 
your EIU l . D .  at  Eastern News. 
_________ 1 /3 1  
LOST: Checkbook missing 
from Tuesday night party at 
Delta Chi house . Reward for 
retu rn . Call 345-9053.  Ask for 
J eff or Danny.  
_________ 2/2 
LOST: One brown wallet. 
Nee"d it to get home. Call ·345· 
9084.  
-..,.-- ------ 1 /3 1 FOUND : Black cloth g love 
and brown cloth glove with 
vinyl tri m .  Call the Tarble Arts 
Center at 5832 or come to the 
main off ice. 
_________ 2 / 1  
LOST: Two keys o n  a rec· 
!angular, brass , "Dreamgirls" 
key ring .  If found ,  please call 
3804 . Reward involved . 
_________2/2 
Remember - lost-and-found 
ads are run thr-ee days FREE 
.as a service to our readers! 
Official Notices 
Student Teaching 
Summer & Fa ll 
Al l  elementary , junior h igh ,  
and special education majors 
Nho are planning ta student 
\ e a c h  d u r i n g  S u m m e r  
S e m ester 1 9 8 3  o r  F a l l  
Semester 1 983 should come 
to Room 223 ,  Buzzard Educa­
tion Building Monday,  February 
l or Tuesday, February 8 to 
reserve an assignmen•.  Office 
hours during this time wil l  be 
from 9 to 1 2  a . m .  and 1 to 3 
p . m .  (Chicago applicants wil l  
have a separate meeting 
scheduled at a later date . )  
Fall Semester applications 
verified or received after the 
above dates wil l  be assigned 
only i f  locations • remain 
available after those who have 
confirmed their applications 
are assigned . 
Francis E. Summers 
C hairman 
Student Teaching Dept. 
Adm ission to 
Teacher Education 
. 
Students entering teacher 
preparation programs who 
have not applied to the School 
of Education for admission to 
Teacher Education , should 
meet in  the Buzzard Education 
Bui lding Auditorium on Tues· 
day , Feb. 8 ,  1 983 at 3 p . m .  or 
Wednesday·, Feb. 9, 1 983 at 1 
p . m .  The next enrollment 
p e r i o d  w i l l  be  S u m m e r  
Semester, 1 983.  
Francis E .  Summers 
Director, Cl in ical Experiences 
Drop Veriflc"atlon 
To verify that a drop request 
- you submitted has been pro­
cessed ,  check with the 
Registration Office one week 
after submitting the drop re­
quest. 
M ichael D. Taylor 
Director , Registration 
All Students 
If you are attending any class 
(on campus) in which your 
name does not appear on the 
offic ial tenth-day class roster , 
i m m e d iately contact t h e  
Registration Office t o  resolve 
the problem.  FAILUR E  TO DO 
SO COULD RESULT IN  LOSS 
OF CREDIT. 
Michael D .  Taylor 
Director,  Registration 
83-84 Financial  Aid, 
Pell Grant,  ISSC 
In  order to apply for financial 
aid to be awarded for 83-84 
through the Office of Financial 
Aids, you must: 
1 . Submit the EIU aid ap­
plication along with copies of 
your and your parents' federal 
income tax returns for 1 982. .  
See the a id  application for 
complete rules . 
2 .  Complete a " Family Finan· 
cial Statement" and submit to 
ACT with a processing fee , re­
questing that EIU receive an 
analysis of the data. 
If you wish to apply ONLY for 
Announcements 
Have you or anyone you 
know been sexually assaulted? 
Free and confidential help is . 
available .  Call Women Agai. 1:it 
Rape 345·2 1 6 2 .  
__________oo 
KEEP ABORTION SAFE 
AND LEGAL Join NARAl free. 
Referrals 345·9285 . 
__________ oo 
Carpet your room with a rem· 
nant, see Carlyle Interiors 
Unl imited , West Route 1 6 , 
open 8·6 Mon . ·Sat. phone 
345·7746 
-----,--------00 
Problem Pregnancy? Bir· 
thright cares. Free testing.  
348-855 1 Monday · Wednes· 
day 3·7 · 
_________ 1 /00 
To the men of ALPHA PHI 
ALPHA:  Hope you have a 
wonderful day and much suc­
cess in the future. · Your 
Sweetheart Candidate , Ms. 
Ernestine Kelly . 
_________ 1 /2 8  
4 : 00 Club Rush · party with 
Delta Sigma Pi. All interested 
business majors welcome. 
_________ 1 /28 
1 ·2  female roommates need· 
ed for spr ing semester .  
Youngstowne apts .  3 4 8 ·  
1 2 1 4 . 
--- 1 /3 1  
Good luck to the Beta Chi 
associate members on taking 
their national test Sunday. We 
love you all .  
_________ 1 /2 8 ' 
To my warrri fuzzy , happy an· 
niversary sweetheart! You 
know it's good when every 
time we get together we blow a 
fuse. The only thing that 
doesn't shut off is  the space 
heater! I REALLY DO love you 
mega much!  Love , Buddy. 
_________ 1 /2 8  
Monkey-shines? 
----�---- 1 /2 8  
* * • • * * * * * * • * 
DANCE 
: Basic course in : 
• BALLET, J AZZ , • 
MODERN 
DANCE 
1< 7 week .. • .. 
• session • 
'I< Feb . 4 - Mar. 20 .. 
• • 
• Call now for • 
• Registration !  • • • 
• Jacqueline • 
• • 
.. Bennett .r 
• Dance Center • 
• 345-7 1 82 • • .. 
• * * * * * * * * * * * 
Annou ncements Annou ncem811 
ILL INOIS S U N BATH E R S !  
Springbreak Florida trip t o  Ft. 
Lauderdale or Key West: 8 
beach days, 7 nights lodging in 
fine hotels "on the strip, " plus 
nightly parties from $ 1 2 5 .  Call 
800-368·2006 TOLL FREE! 
Ask for Annette. Go with 
friends or organize a small 
group and sunbathe for FREE! 
________ .c 1 /28,  
2 / 1 , 4 , 8 ,  1 1 ,  1 5 , 1 8 , 2 2 , 2 5  
Lost: One orange book bag 
containing production and 
operation management tex· 
! b o o k ,  c a l c u l a t o r ,  a n _d  
notebooks. I f  found , call 5 8 1  · 
3484 . 
________ 1 /2 8  
BOOK SALE ! Sponsored by 
the English Club.  Jan . 2 6 ,  2 7 ,  
2 8 .  9 : 00 til 3 : 00 .  International 
Lounge of Coleman Hal l .  Come 
over and browse . 
_________ 1 /2 8  
Attention E I U  students: N 
help with your state and fed 
income tax forms? The 
counting Club is offering Fii 
services to students who nt 
assistance with the 1 040A I 
1 040EZ forms. This will be 
fered in Blair Hal l ,  room 1 1  
every Saturday a t  1 0 ·  1 2  f'I 
starting Jan . 29 and contillfl 
through March 1 9 . THE 
WILL BE NO CHARGE F 
ADVICE AND ASSISTANCE 
c 1 /28, 2/4, 1 8 , 2 5 ,3/4, 1 1 , 
Attention all business majl 
Join the number 1 busint 
fraternity Phi Gamma Nu.  IJ 
for rush dates now. �-------- 1 1 
Chi Delphia meeting 4 
Sunday at the house. 
________ 1 �  
A TIENTION all interet 
business majors:· Look for 
Gamma Nu rush dates. 
_________ 1 1  





Ad to read 
Under classification of : 
Dates to run _________ ��-----11 
COST : 1 2  cents per word first day, 9 cen� 
per word each consecutive day thereafta 
(minimum 1 0  words). Student rate half price ­
ad MUST be paid for in advance. PLEA SE: nc 
checks for amounts less than $ 1 .  00.  Lost 1 
Found ads are run FREE for three days. 
PJace ad and money in envelope and depos 
in Daily Eastern News box in Union by 2 p.m 
one business day before it  is to run. The New. 
reserves the right to edit or refuse ads COii 
sidered libelous or in bad taste. 
Student? (Student rate half-
price) DYes D No 
Payment : _______ O Cash DChec 
Off ic ia l  Not ices are paid for thr6ugh t h e  Off ice of U n iversity Relatio n s .  
Q u e s t i o n s  concern i n g  n o t i c e s  shou ld  be d i rected to that off ice . 
a Pell Grant and/or ISSC , do 
not complete the forms l isted 
above. Rather, complete an 
"Application for Federal Stu· 
dent Aid . "  
All application for.ms wil l  be 
available no later than February 
1 · on the upper floor, East 
W i n g ,  Student  Serv ices 
Buildin g .  It is imperative they 
be submitted as soon as possi­
ble. To be certain of considera· 
lion for E IU aid ,  your applica­
tion file must be cmplete by 
April 1 5 ; for !SSC considera­
tion only, the financial state· 
ment should be filed before 
June 1 .  
Sue McKenna 
Director Financial Aids 
Financial  Aid 
Disbursement 
A financial aid recipient 
scheduled to receive aid 
February '1 4  or should report 
to the Grand Ballroom on 
February 1 4  or 1 5  with his/her 
ID between the hours of 9 a . m .  
and 3 :30 p . m .  Any student 
unable to appear duing those 
hours should notify Mrs. Arm· 
strong ( 58 1 ·37 1 3) prior to 
February 1 4 . If aid is to be ap· 
plied to University financial 
obligations, the student must 
, sign the voucher(s) during 
those hours also . the next 
disbursement · date wil l be 
March 4, 1 983.  
, Sue McKenna 
Director ,  Financial Aids 
Campus Interviews 
Summer Jobs_ 
February 9 & 1 o - Walt_ 
Disney World (Any major but 
must be able to receive credit 
from EIU for internship) ( Intern· 
ship available for Summer and 
Fall . )  
February 24 Towerir:ig 
Pines and Woodland Camps 
( Both Boys and Girls ) .  Eagle 
R iver, WI. 
Schools 
February 1 O · Dade County 
Schools , Miami ,  Florida 
C9mpanies 
February 4 · Osco Drug 
February 1 5 · Danners; 
Farm Bureau 
February 1 6 · MarathOll 
Co . ;  Archer, Daniel ,  Mi<I 
Chubb Ins .  Co. 
February 1 7 · MarattlOI 
Co. 
February 2 3  · Main Hunl 
( Formerly Murphy Jenn 
Jones) 
February 2 4  • Main Hun 
(Formerly Murphy Jenn 
Jones) 
February 25 - I l l inois 
legiate Job Fair, Naperville, 
Internships 
February 24 Sanga 
State University. 
Career Seminars · All Stud 
Welcome 
February 1 5 - Chubb & I 
Inc . · Shelbyville Rm . ,  Uni\'! 
ty Union · 7 : 30 p . m .  
More information o n  al 
above interview schedu� 
available in the Placet 
Center ,  Student Ser.; 
Building or call 581 -241 1 .  
James M 
Placement Ce 
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right Eastern, you want a 
energy concert?! Pick up 
tickets at the Union Box 
-----'c 1 i28,31 , 2/2 
you a business major? 
for Delta Sigma Pi rush 
We mean business! 
_______ 1 /28 
, How would YOU like to 
in the couch?! Me. 
---:---::-=---:----:--:---1 /2 8 tion all Greeks! Applica· 
for Greek Week Commft· 
1111 due in the Student Ac­
Office today! 
---:-�----:-----:1 /28 lion business students! 
A SIGMA Pl, the business 
ity, · may be for you !  
check u s  out Friday 
club, 838 7th St. (MC) . 
-----.,..,.---,-1 /28 usiness Majors! Delta 
Pi rush party today. 4 
club . 838 7th St. LL. 
9'--=-:-----,-- 1 /28 Taus are psyched for 
Founder's Day this Sun· 
--------:-:------:1 /28 i ness Majors . . .  Rush 
Sigma P i .  4 : 00 Club to-












· n ,  $2 , 700 or best of· 
8-5 1 6 7 .  
--,---,--------,.2/4 y b·day. you glass­
lush. Whose couch will 
tonight? I ' ll tell you all 
It Saturday. JBK. 
-:-:---:---:-:-- -,-1 /28 y Marie , Happy belated 
. Your wish is reality the 
weekend long ; so come 
some good ones! Love 
edy. 
The Dally Eastern News 
Announcements · Announcements Announcements Announcements Announcements 
His video of the hit "I'd 
Rather See You Dead" is now 
on MTV. Don't miss Pat 
Travers in concert! 
_____ c.1 /28, 3 1 , 2/2 
BANDITS: Good luck on na· 
tionals Sunday! You'll do· a 
super job. Love, Alpha Garn 
Actives. 
________ 1 /28 
Congratulations Debbie 
Miller- Alpha Garn most active 
active for January! ! Good job. 
________1 /28 
Congratulations June Wilson 
on your appointment as Alpha 
Garn Greek Week chairman! 
You'll do a great job. 
________ 1 /28 
It wil l  be four fantastic mon· 
ths tomorrow. Never have I 
been this happy! Lots . of 
special memories: Ike's, fuses, 
expounding, french fries, lost 
marbles, crates of . . .  , the 
chapter room (?) , the list goes 
on and on . Yes, I REALLY. do! 
Love, your dirt clod pledge. 
P .S .  Tell Buddy W.F.  we'll see 
hil!l Saturday night! 
________ 1 /28 
Congratulations Alpha Garn 
Actives for getting first place in 
semester grade point and 
Alpha Garn pledges for your 
second place grade point. 
Keep up the good studying.  
---,-- -,----�,-,,--=-1 /28 
GRAMPS GRAMS Singing 
telegrams !  Pies in face 
available . $5 . 00 .  345-29 1 7  
________2/ 1 4  
To all the women of EIU : Call 
345- 1 67 4 and wish Bonehead 
a happy birthday. 
________ 1 /28 
To M i ke " Bonehead" 
Bonham: Happy 21  st  birthday. 
Love always, Jul ie.  
________ 1 /28 
't l:A If >  A.it> t "I'  's 
A �f" PlA t� � 
� ) s.:: ... ·'. . 
I\ . 
A.N� .I'\/E <iol 
l.\s .:£11A w. 
,,A<TIC.E' ,.o 
C.o To , 
In case you haven't heard It 
on MTV� Pat Travers, Eastern 
Illinois University Charleston, I I .  
Feb . 4 .  
_____ .c1 /28,  2/1 ,3  
I f  you are a business major, 
turn the right direction. Get In· 
volved with your major, join 
Delta Sigma Pi. "We mean 
business."  (MS) 
________ 1 /28 
Mazuma Records: . Men at 
Work "Business as Usual",  on· 
ly $5. 99.  1 406 Sixth St. 
________1 /28 
Don't forget Below Deck's 
Fri. and Sat. pitcher specials. 
---�----1 /28 
DAYTONA! Don't miss the 
party! Why stay at home when 
you could be at the biggest 
party of the school year? 7 
nights lodging on the i:>cean , 
round trip bus transportation! 
All for $1 65.  Call Tim , 58 1 • 
553 1 . 
________ 1 /28 
Guess Who, Greatest 
. American Heroes buns are 
taken. Too bad . 
________ 1 /28 
Harmi�l've had a great time 
this past year and I just know 
next year will be even better. 
You are such a lug and I love 
ya! Chris. 
________ 1 /28 
Phi Gamma Nu is .the number 
1 chapter in the nation .  Look 
for rush dates now. 
________ 1 /28 
Chi Delphia meeting 4 : 30 
Sunday at the house. 
________ 1 /28 
Hey DZ pledges, ya d id i t  to 
us again ,  you showed us that 
you are the greatest. Thanks 
for the skit , the bags really did 
make it. Always remember we 
love you . Your DZ sisters. 
________1 /28 
U.B. MAINSTAGE In con· 
junction with Gradnvlew Enter­
tainment, bring you Pat 
Travers. Friday, Feb. 4, 8 p .m.  
____ 1 /27 ,  1 /28, 2/3 
Reach your peak, as you go 
for the gusto, become a TEKE, 
don't let this chance go. 4 
O'clock club rush party today 
with the TKE little sisters. 
1 429 7th St. Be there, 
ALOHA. 
________ 1 /28 
COMIC READERS: Meet 
other comic readers, Indulge in 
all your comic fantasies, help 
us start a comic readers club. 
Come to the COMIC SHOP. 
(See display ad this issue) . 
________1 /28 
We mean business: Delta 
Sigma Pi, the No. 1 Profes­
sional Business Fraternity. 
Rush party: 4 O'clock club Fri· 
day, 838 7th St. JSA. 
________ 1 /28 
Car trouble? Lowest rates in 
town on minor mechanical 
work. Service calls $1 0.00 . 
Most minor repairs made on 
the spot to avoid towing 
charges. Our specialization is 
auto body repairs. BIGGS & 
SCHWARTZ Auto Renovation. 
345- 1 353. 
________ 1 /3 1  
Michael ,  Thank you for a 
wonderful two years-happy 
anniversary. Love, Mouse. 
________1 /28 
One man's junk is another 
man's treasure - sell those un· 
wanted items and turn clutter 
into cash.  Use the Classifieds ! · 
cOOh 
Support your local Tri-Sig :  
Buy a 1 983 calendar featuring 
some of the best looking men 
on camp.us! 
________ 1 /2 8  
Good seasts still available for 
· Pat Travers in concert Feb. 4, 
8 p.m. Lantz. 
show that special friend you 
care - the cla8altled way. Put 
your personal ·mesaage in the 
_____ c. 1 /28, 2/1 ·2 . announcements: 
Kathy, Thanks for being iny 
Mom. We are going to have a 
wild time. Love, Maryellen. 
________1 /28 
4:00 club at the TKE house. 
Partee Wahoo! 
________ 1 /28 
Cathy, You are a great big 
sis. Thanks for everything. 
Love, Maryellen . 
-----.,-------1 /28 Delta Sigma Pi 4:00 club 
838 7th St. All business ma­
jors welcome. JMK. 
________ 1 /28 
Attention all  EIU students: 
Need help with your state and 
federal income tax forms? The 
Accounting Club is offering 
free services to students who 
need assistance with the 
·1 040A and 1 040EZ forms. 
This will be offered in Blair Hall , 
room 1 03, every Saturday at 
1 0- 1 2 noon starting Jan . 29 
and continuing through March 
1 9 . THERE WILLL BE NO 
CHARGE FOR ADVICE AND 
ASSISTANCE.  
________ 1 /28 
Delta Chi 's,  It's been a long 
week and the Tri·Sigs are 
ready for a wild function. 
________1 /28 
Angelynn, You have been 
doing a fantastic job. Keep it 
up.  The times together are 
great! I'm very proud of you ! 
Love, your mom. 
________ 1 /28 
Classifie advertisement is 
the fastest, easiest, cheapest 
way to get results - everyone 
reads the classifieds, so put 
your words to work! 
________ cOOh 
---�----cOOh 
Kay-Dee pledges Have a 
fun weekend and get psyched 
for ail . the upcoming events 
next week. Love, your Kay· 
Dee sisters. 
________ 1 /28 
I want to have a baby. Need 
father. No strings attached. 
Please respond in an· . 
nouncements. More informa­
tion later. 
________ 1 /28 
Now it's been 2 years, 
though it seems much longer. 
Through the laughter and the 
tears, you've probably grown a 
lot stronger. Well , we don't 
mean to linger here, but we 
thought we ought to check, 
when does the piece go on the 
hand instead of around the 
neck? Just one more thing 
before we go, we figured we 
had nothing to fear. So what 
we're dying to know, is how 
many hogs did you steal last ' 
year? Happy anniversary Buck 
and Rog. 
________ 1 /28 
Puzzle Answers 
p 0 p ; �  p R 10 D I S C R  A p 
A n I L I l I D  0 I A R 0 M A  
0 L L A I A N D  N I  L A B E L F A L L I N G R  0 c K Z 0 N E --- o N E • S  T U . , T S Y p R 0 M p T 5 • E R S E • R I N I p I H S IT  R I p I t 1 I t  B I t  1 1  ' 1  t R • V  A I 
P A R A L E T E I A W A  R D - - D  E A D •  R A H I N T c A S T A • D  T S  I S G T --S L I p p E R y  W H E H W E  T p I N T 0 I A R  0 0 • E R L E E D G E D I p u R R • S  A L E 
H E E 0 5 I s p E E • s P A D 
Kegar the Beerbarian -------------------------.
0 1 F You wAtJ-r 'Tl:> c.As� A 
CH£'CK H�E: 
1 .  No REuim\/Es s6l::'/1J/t:i T111\E . 
.;l.. AT LE�ST3 Fl:RM� OF' r . .I). 
( Ll 1'.F "i'()U LOOK, SUSPICJC.U�) 
.3 A'Dl>R.EsS A "1.l:> PH,ON'E NO: ' OF' Ml\�W�L GAA�bf'A.�EtJTS'. 
Lt. I:F ntt s C l\ Ec:.K. �o����· •• 
w f:. G:i � �uie. �1� �� S>rv. lfWIK  1/;i.9 
_______ \i_t\E ___ .. ,,_ ___ __ ,�iiliillll�---.L...J�j_� 
BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed 
P..11!!!:!'-!lll"-____ _......., 
CAN Wf: OOf YrN 
ANYTHIN� ? 
CASTOR Oil-? 
Mla£AR WIB ?  
�F\.t. A I.ARC£ SNAKE 1 
I \ . 
********************************************** . 
' N ot1·ce· This ad is to correct an error in address location . � • as given in yesterday's Daily Eastern News 
Mayor Byrne's When: Friday, January 28 4:00 - 6:30 pm � 
Where: Mike's Place (Upstairs) � College Fest 019 w. Lincoln iC . 
For More Info Call  Meg Abraham 581-3529 iC 
Free Beer with Byrne Button Rally ! Rally ! Ral ly !  Rally ! Rally ! .  Rally ! Rally ! Rally Rally ! Rally ! Rally ! � 
Students for Mayor Byrne Rally ! Rally ! Rally ! Rally ! Ral ly ! Rally ! Rally ! Rally Ral ly !  Rally ! Rally ! -tc 
- . - · Rally !  Ral ly !  Rally ! Rally ! Ral ly ! Ral ly !  Rally ! Rally Ral ly !  Rally ! Ral�ly ! 
lly ! Ral ly !  Ral ly !  Ral ly !  Ral ly ! Ral ly !  Rally ! Rally Rally !  Ral ly !  Ral ly !  Rally ! Ral ly !  Rally !  Ral ly !  Rally Rally ! Rally !  Rally ! 
******************************************** . 
1 2  · - Friday, January 28, 1 983 
A January Special  
. j ust for yoµ from 
· TACO TRIO 
· Bowl of Chill • • •  $ 1 .00 
· Scoop of Chill • • •  $ .40 
(Formerly Taco Gri ngo) 
OPEN : M on-Thur s  1 1 -8 TACO TRIO 
Fri-Sat 1 0 : 3 0  8 Sun 1 1 : 3 0- 8 1 1 04 E. Linco l n 
S OUR FINAL oc_iety MOVE! 
for I n  case you've been 
A. b roke al l week, we ' wi l l  be i n  the Union dvancement (near the check cash ing 
of window) ' 
M from 10-1 for t membersh ip sign-up anagemen 
�·�������������� 
' 




- it ' s  what's  on a Pizza that Co unts . 
Ours Theirs 
1 4 i n .  1 6  in. 
� � e� �
· 
t'�� t't' o�o �
· 
,,.� t'� �� e .. �� 
ADDUCCl'S �� 
Pizza &... �tal ian Restaurant 
Call · , .  - 7 1 6 Jackson 
345-9 1 4 1  · East of 
345-9393 Square 
- - �- · - -
, •  
'· 
.. , J 
For rides & info: 
. . Cal l 345-9023 
Love, 
The Da_lly Eastern N 
e Dally Eastern News Friday, January 28, 1 983 1 3  




e away with the ball passed to a 
e open Jones . 
ones brought the crowd to its feet 
he dunked the ball and was fouled as 
slammed the ball through the net . 
converted the free throw and gave 
tern a 5 1 -40 lead. 
ut the sluggish Panther offense 
d not get on track late in the half 
Baptist College continued to shoot 
, which led to a 65-65 deadlock 
5 : 1 5  remaining in the game. 
ter Eastern' s  Kurt Lorenzen miss­
a free throw, the Buccaneers called 
out and went into a slow-down 
e.  At that point Eastern employed 
-to-man defense to try to get the 
back. · 
We decided to go ou·t in the man-
n and force the action, "  Samuels 
. "They could have got an easy 
et on us but we felt we had to take 
chance. "  
tern's  defense forced the · Buc­
rs out of their offensive strategy 
with 1 :22 left,  Crook' s  lay up put 
Panthers ahead 67-65 . 
e Buccaneers' leading scorer, Reg­
alker, knotted the score at 67 on 
around jumper with 33  seconds 
'ning. . 
tern inbounded the ball , but 
k turned it over to Baptist College 
after a time out, Walker missed a 
footer and the Panthers nabbed the 
d. 
Panthers immediately called 
and set up the Crook-to-Jones 
winning play. 
aybe the season is evening out , "  
els said . "We played well i n  a few 











� 0 lffi 
if 5
·
:2a· · ·���g�:1 1 :25 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  9.20 
Matinees 
Saturday & Sunday 






20lh CENTURY-FOX FILMS � 
. . . . ,.s.:oo . . . .  �f.�l 1:1 s 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  · 9.30 
didn't get the break we needed. For­
tunately, we did tonight . " 
Samuels attributed the Panthers ' 
breakdown and the loss of a 1 9-point 
lead to being too aggressive. 
"We got to anxious , "  Samuels said.  
"We wanted to turn a 1 9- point lead in­
to a 29-point lead and we started mak­
ing passes we shouldn't have. 
"Our offense just completely broke 
down, "  Samuels continued. "We 
threw · bad passes and did not play 
sound basketball . We played scattered 
out and gave them the confidence to 
come back. "  
The Panthers have not been consis­
tent at the charity strip this season, and 
they missed several key free throws late 
i1_1 the game. 
' ' We are really concentrating on the 
conference, "  Samuels said . 
Eastern will host conference foe 
Northern Iowa 7 : 30 p .m.  Saturday at 
Lantz Gym and the Panthers will shoot 
for their fifth straight win. 
IN TOWN! 
16  oz. 
Big Beer 60° 
Mixed Drinks 60° 
Hot Dogs 25° 
-�- . - �  \ 
. - ;:.�.-.. __./� ".,,,.- �-• ,.. : � � �I . - _. ; ·  . ·  �: : ,.- . ... . - .) f . , r1 "  - . / �I , .Ir� . '< . / _,, _ 
; ; ·:·�·"-:; . " 'lir l,. ; . ·..Jr.··, ' f (-�· • L • • ,  • ,,,.> - ' ... . .. " ,.  J ... • � • ,  � -- • • · � .,J_,... ":·>· . .  · _,,, . v,...� Y  .. 1. �  . . - .. . . . . .  . 
"Saturday' s  game should be a good 
game, because we match up so well 
with Northern Iowa,"  Samuels said . 
506 Monroe - just west of the square 
Remem ber to reserve your yearbook 
You paid for it with your fees 
so get what's coming to you 
If you do owe m oney you should sti l l  reserve a book now since you 
don 't pay u nti l  you pick the book u p . 
The yearbook is fu n ded through stu dent fees at $3 .50 per_sem ester 
._ so_ each student pays on ly $7 .00 for the boo� . . 1J ,you_ were not a fu.11-time 
student i n  the fa l l  and spring sem esters , you owe the d ifference .  
· F u l l -t im e o n e  sem ester o n ly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  owe $3 .50 
F u l l -t ime one sem ester and sum mer . . . . . . .  owe $1 . 75 
F u l l -t im e s u m mer o n ly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  owe $5 . 75 
No f u l l -t ime sem esters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  owe $7 .00 
Reservations start ing Wednesday February 2 
at 1 26 N .  Buzzard from g ·a . m . to 5 p . m . 
Name ______ .,:;-__:.;...._ ___ ---:.�,,--------
Address , °' ' • 
City ________ State _______ Zip ____ _ 
School/University ------------------
Daytona Beach Resort Area 
Mr. Charles Humphrey 
, P.O. Box Z 1 69 
Daytona Be.ch, FL 320 1 5  
I 
I 
I , .,. 
I Daytona Be.ch• Daytona Beach Shores•Holly Hlll•Ormond Beach•Onnond-by·the·Sea• Ponce lnlet• Port Orange•South Day-... - ' I 
� - � - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - � �  
1 4  Friday, January 2 8 .  1 983 
National title eyed 
Porter seeks undefeated s·eason 
by Rhea Nall he is capable of accomplishing them. 
Derek Porter earned All-American "To finish up the year with a na-
honors as an Eastern grappler last year tional championship is my main goal , "  
and h e  may b e  well o n  his way t o  Porter explained. " I  also want t o  keep 
repeating that feat this season.  progressing, get stronger and make less 
Porter's  only loss of the season came . mistakes . "  
when he moved up .a weight class i n  the " I  think i f  I wrestle smart and have a 
Southern Opf'�:l. However, the Panther good tournament I can win the na­
standout has since moved back to the tionals , "  he added. 
126-pound weight class and has gone Eastern head coach Ron Clinton, 
undefeated since the change. who described Porter as "having a 
Porter, who ranked fifth in NCAA banner year, "  agreed Porter should do 
Division I, saw his most impressive vie- well in the national wrestling tourna-
tories in t he Illinois Open, where he ment . , 
was the tournament' s outstanding "He kind of speaks for himself, " 
wrestler , •�.nd also against fifth-ranked Clinton said . .  "He's  having a sensa­
Northern fowa. tional season and is undefeated at his 
In addition, Porter had a topflight weight class .  There is no reason to 
effort against Southwest Missouri think he wouldn' t  have a great national 
State Tournament last weekend. tournament . ' '  
Porter said his consistency has con- However, Porter' s  most immediate 
tributed to his success . .  goal is to remain undefeated for the 
"Consistency is the main reason for rest of the year. "I hope to finish the 
my victories so far, "  Porter said, "but year undefeated,  and I think I can , "  
I also .rely o n  my intensity t o  help m e  Porter said. · 
win . "  Porter added if Eastern could stay 
Porter said he has set high goals for injury-free for the rest of the season, 
his last year at Eastern, and he believes the Panthers could have a strong team. 
Trinity Episcopal Church 
(Anglican} 
2200 Western Avenue, Mattoon 
Sunday Service 9 : 00 a.m.  
Holy Eucharist 
The Rev. Donald Schroeder, Rector 
Call 348-8 1 9 1  during the day to arrange for a ride 
"We have quite a few weights we're . 
pretty solid at . I f  we stay injury-free 
for the rest of the season we are strong 
overall, "  he commente�. 
Porter will graduate in May.  
"I  hope to get a j ob in my major, 
personnel management, in Florida 
where I 'm from, or an)'Where else I can· . 
get a j ob , " he said . · 
Happy Belate� 20th 
Fav, 
Sorry we missed the big day! 
Let's celebrate anyway. 
-Love; your roommies 
Don 't let the really 
BIO DEALS 
slip by you 
watch the Classifieds 











Sel I those items 
you don 't need 
i n  the Classifieds! 
• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
NOW OPEN 
. Mon. -Thurs. liiii.)coach '� Eddy's 
Panther Sport Shoppe 
Store hours were misprinted on 
1 ·25-83. We hope this did not 
inconvenience our customers 
ACTUAL HOURS: 
Mon. ·Sat. 9 :00-8:00 
Sun. 1 :00-5:00 348-8218 REGGIES �r�
·
-���g� . -6 p .m.  
Sun .  1 -5 p . m.  
, . 345-441 8 
,�and NEW BAL_ANCE 














































*3395 � - �, . *2450 
Save *1 000  �Save *1 000 
Lady Carib (White/Powder s1u�) (White/Red) Oceania 
*1 995 �II+� *1 750 
Save *1 0°0 :5! Save *745 · 
Our motto: If you didn't buy it at 
REGGIE'S, you pa!d too much/ 
�-r-1:>1<. Tapes 
3 for *825 




(New designs! )  
Regular s495 
Save •1 °0 
Lady Yankee Men·� and Ladie 's Leather Cortez . 
•2s•s �- . fl  . •ae•s 
_
Save *6°0� • . . - · ·" Save *6°0 
new balance W .,___ _  N_ow_*_3_·9_5_----1 Guaranteed 1 2 months! 
The Innovative 
Time Watch 
. Regular 5 1 595 
NOW *5°0 
• Time Function 
• Calendar Function 
• Chronograph Function 
A vailable for a 
limited time only 
Special C loseout Ceramic 420 's (Men's, La���� Eastern 
$48 . 9 5  Tankard now ,3495 Regular s795 Save •1 °0 
Save *1 4°0 
AH ·sweatshirts 1 0 % off Now *695 While Supplies Last! 
• Hooded • Sweat Pants • V-Neck • Crew Neck 
(Largest selection of sizes and colors) 
Guaranteed 1 2 months! 






. Regular s 1 595 
• Time, Calendar, & 
Chronograph Functions 
• Black resin case & band 
• -Approx. 1 8-month battery 
Also available at Coach Eddy 's 
Cards only at 
REGGIE'S 
· a lways 
FREE Stamp 
as• or more 
Tons of 
new cards! 
Dally Eastern News 
core board 
Super Bowl XVII 
Sunday, Jan . 30 
' vs .  Washington 
' Vince Lombardi Trophy 
Pro Bowl 
ay, Feb. 6 Honolulu 
vs. NFC All-Stars 
Allantlc Dlvlalon 
W L Pct. GB 
36 6 .857 -
32 1 0  .762 4 
27 1 8  .628 9y, 
1 8  24 .429 1 8  
1 6  26 .381 20 
Cantrel Division 
30 1 4  .682 -
22 22 . 500 8 
21 21 .500 8 
1 5  28 .349 1 4 Y, 
1 3  28 .3 1 7  1 5 Y, 
7 35 . 1 67 2 2  
WESTERN CONFERENCE 
MldwHt Division 
w L Pct. GB 
San Antonio 27 1 8  .600 -
Kansas City 23 1 9  .548 2 Y, 
Dallas 20 22 .476 5 Y,  
Denver 2 1  24 .467 8 
Utah 1 8  27 .400 9 -
Houston 7 35 . 1 67 1 8Y1 
Pac"lc Division 
Los Angeles 32 8 . 800 -
Portland 28 1 7  .805 7 y, 
Phoenix 2 7  1 8  .600 7 Y,  
Seattle 25 1 8  .581 8 Y1 
Golden St. 1 8  25 . 4 1 9 1 5 Y, 
San Diego  1 2  32 .273 2 2  
AMCU 
School All GamH AMCU 
w L w L 
Eastern 4 1 2  3 0 
SWMO 8 7 3 0 
Ul-Chicego 1 1  7 3 1 
N . lowa 6 1 1  2 1 
Valparaiso 9 8 2 3 
Western 9 8 1 2 
W-Green Bay 6 9 1 5 
Cleveland St. 3 1 0  0 
Friday, January 28� t 983 
Scoreboard is published every Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday. All results should be 
phoned in or delivered to the sports desk by 2 
p .m. one day prior to publication . 
Thuraclay'a GamH 
Eastern 69, Baptist 67 
Western 6 7 ,  N.lowa 53 
other reaulta 
E. Kent. 73, Tenn. Tech. 7 2  
Navey 5 7 ,  VMI 5 3  
Ohio St. 89. Iowa 8 3  
Purdue 8 0 ,  Michigan 7 7 
Semlord 90, NW. Louisiana 70 
St. l<avler 56, St. Fran 49 ' 















W L T 
32 1 3  6 
25 1 7  8 
23 1 6  1 1  
2 2  2 1  6 
1 2  30 7 
1 0  30 1 1  
Adema Dlvlalon 
32 1 0  7 
26 1 4  9 
24 1 6  9 
23 20 6 






3 1  
3 1  
7 1  
6 1  
5 7  
5 2  




w L T Pta 
Chicego 30 1 3  7 67 
Minnesota 25 1 4' 9 59 
St. Louis 1 5  27 9 39 
Detroit 1 2  26 1 2  36 
Toronto 1 1  26 9 3 1  
Smythe Division 
Edmonton 28 1 4  9 65 
Calgary 20 24 7 47 
Winnipeg 20 24 5 45 
Vancouver 1 7  23 1 0  44 
Los Angeles 1 6  25 7 39 
(Top four In MCh dlvlalon qualllfy for 
Stanley Cup pleyalfa.) 
WeclnHday'a Gem.. 
Buffalo 7, Montreal 3 
Washington 6, Pitt8burgh 2 
Vancouver 5, Chicago 1 
Thuraday'a GamH 
Quebec at Hartford n, 
Montreel at N.Y.  Rangers, n 
Winnipeg at Philadelphia, n 
St. Louis at Minnesota, n 
Tor onto at Calgary. n 
N.Y.  Islanders at L.A. , n 
n kers to face tough com petit ion 
stal Schrof 
tern's  swimming teams will face stiff competi­
Saturday when the men host Missouri-Rolla and 
omen square off with Northern Illinois Univer-
ther swimming assistant coach Jim Hall said 
en should face some tough competition , but he 
ed them to be able to outscore their opponents . 
ere are going to be some tough events , but we 
d be able to take the meet , ' '  Hall said . 
said Eastern's men's  swimmers should do the 
in the freestyle events . "Our freestyle people are 
than theirs . "  
wever, junior Greg Lanchester and sophomore 
el Carrion may be · challenged by Missouri­
' s  backstrokers.  
issouri is pretty strong in their backstroke, ' '  
said.  "They could give u s  some pretty tough 
competition . "  
I n  addition, Hall said he expects sophomore Steve 
Burggraff to qualify for the United States Swimming 
Senior Natfonals in the breaststroke. 
. But before the men host Missouri-Rolla, they are 
scheduled to swim against Bradley in Peoria. 
"Bradley is a really good team, "  Hall said.  "They 
(Bradley) are ready for us . "  
"However, they are a little weak in their 
breaststroke and backstroke, "  Hall added. "The 
meet should come down to the last relay . ' '  
Following the men's  I p . m .  Saturday meet with 
Missouri-Rolla, the women will invade Lantz Pool 
for a 4 :30 p .m.  meet with Northern Illinois .  
"Northern is a pretty good team, bu.t we should 
come out on top ,"  Hall said . "They are a little short 
in freestyle . We are looking to win . "  
1 5  
Kassebaum ___ trom page 16 
lins at forward and Sue Hynd anchoring the center 
position. . 
Hynd, a freshman, has seen a considerable amount 
of action since sophomore center Darla Farthing ag­
gravated an ankle injury against Illinois State Jan. 
20. 
Farthing will probably be out the remainder of this 
week with the injury, but she should be able to play 
by next week, Birkhead added. . 
Farthing, who Hilke has described as "our best 
defensive post player'� will be missed against the 
strong Cougar offense, which D' Abbraccio said the 
Panthers will n�ed to concentrate on shutting down. 
"They (Chicago State) have a strong offensive 
game. We really need to stop 'their outstanding guard 
(Juliana) Compriendo and open up an offensive 
game of our own," D' Abbraccio said. 
Compriendo did not play Sunday in Chicago 
State's 1 06-50 loss against Bradley, a team the Lady 
Panther's defeated Tuesday night in Peoria 78-61 . 
Compriendo was out with the flu, but will be starting 
Saturday against the Lady Panthers. 
D' Abbraccio said, "Compriendo didn't even get 
to the gym until the second half when we played tht r ., 
earlier in the season, due to car problems, but she ' .1 
be starting against us this time . "  
"She's  a n  excellent player, and I think she' ll ac­
count for a much closer game than the first flme we 
met ,"  D' Abbraccio added. / 
Eastern defeated Chicago State by 42 points (96-
54) during the two teams' first meeting, but D' Ab­
braccio said that fact and the Lady Cougars ' 2- 1 8  
record d o  not mean the Lady Panthers will have an 
easy time against the visiting Cougars. 
"Chicago State has a lot of talent and I don't think 
their record does them justice . They are a better team 
than their record indicates , "  D' Abbraccio said . 
Second-year Cougar head coach Jan Shefkowitz 
attributed her squad's  poor record to the fact sh� has 
a young, inexperienced team. 
"We are definitely struggling this season ,  
Shefkowitz said , "but we're young and need to gain 
some experience .  Then we'll improve . "  
� Price Sale THINK DIG 
on · 
ENTIRE FALL STOCK 
Including Groupings of : 
· * sweaters 
* Denim Jeans 
* Sport Coats 
* Suits 
* Dress Shirts 
* And More ! 
Fpr You Late-Night Shoppers . 
e 're Open Additional .Hours Tonite 
for an 
dditional Storewide 10% off 
ln<;luding % -Priced lte,ms 
HOURS: 9-5 AN D TO NITE ONLY: 6-10 p.m. 
. 0. A D•lta Si9 
For rides and information: 
Located on the South Side of the Square Cal l  345-9884 
Friday's 
1 6  January 2 8, t 
Enrollment drop causes swim cut-Johnso 
by John. Humenik to a severe problem. ' '  
Eastern · Athletic Director R .C .  After what he described as a· year of 
Johnson attributed his $30,654 Grant- debating, Johnson said he decided to 
in-Aid and '1  alente:i Student Award "hurt one sport rather than all the 
budget cut from Eastern ' s  swimming sports . "  
Athletic department totals 
for grant and award money 
program to  an  expected drop in . Johnson said his first choice was to 
Baste ·n's enrollment . cut from the major revenue · sports , · 
Joh nson, who eliminated all student- men's  football and basketball. 
schobrshi�J money from both the However, he said he decided against 
men ' <.  ( ·� 1 4 , 5 92) and women ' s  · i t because, " People can argue and say 
$ 1 6,062) w; m programs Nov . 23 , said ' take ' the money from the revenue 
,JC did so o • . . ombut what he forsees as sports and not the middle sports , '  but 
an estimaied $30,000 scholarship those (the middle) sports don' t  have to 
deficit next year. make money, ' '  Johnson said. 
Johnson said Eastern's slight drop in Presently, football receives $ 1 98,736 
enrollment this semester and an ex- in finanical aid, including TSAs and 
pected drup next year created the pro- GIAs, while men's  basketball receives 
bability of a deficit the athletic pro- $56,580. 
gram could not handle financially . "In  all honesty, .if we were ever in 
Eastern experienced an enrollment the situation where we have more 
decrease of 90 students from fall 1 98 1  money, it will g o  to the revenue pro­
to fall 1 982, but spring enrollment ducing sports , "  Johnson said. "So we 
figures will not be finalized u ntil the decided not to cut the revenue sports 
1 0th day of classes . because their money is important to 
All athletic GIA scholarships at our operational budget . "  
Eastern are funded by student fees and I n  the past three years football has 
Johnson said any drop in enrollment gone from $ 1 34,2 1 7  in aid to $ 1 98 ,736, 
would cause a decrease in GIA money while men's  basketball has gone from 
available. $29 ,28 Uo $56, 580.  
Consequently,  Johnson , who The total amount of TSA and GIA 
honored all student-swimming scholar- money has gone from $327 ,000 . in 
ships this year, said, "Something had 1 980-8 1 to $492,228 this year . 
to go and swimming was the best After disposing of any idea to cut 




















80-81 81 -82 
$ 1 34 , 2 1 7 $ 1 6 7 , 454 $ 1 98, 
$29 , 284 $4 1 , 863 $56,  
$ 1 2 , 20 1  $ 1 3 , 954 $1 4 , 
$ 1 9 , 52 2  $2 2 ,  1 35 $40, 
$9 , 7 6 1  $ 1 1 ,06_8 $1 4 ,  
$ 1 9 , 522  $2 2 , 1 35 $26,  
$ 1 9 , 52 2  $2 2 , 1 35 $24 , 
$244 ,030 $300 , 7 44 
$ 1 4 , 64 1  $ 1 6 , 745 $3 1 , 
$4 , 880 $5 , 582 $5 , 
$ 1 2 ; 2 0 1  $ 1 3 , 954 $1 5 , 
$ 1 2 , 20 1  $ 1 3 , 954 $ 1 6,  
$3 , 660 $4 , 2 2 2  $4 , 
$ 1 8 , 302 $ 1 9 , 330 $23 , 
$ 1 4 ,64 1 $ 1 4 , 540 $1 9 , 
$2 , 440 $2 , 7 9 1  
$82 ,970  $9 1 , 1 1 8  
$32 7 , 000 $39 1 , 862  "The l;>iggest misconception i s  the step was to consider cutting some feeling that we weren't  over-extended money from each of the middle sports . 
and that we simply put the money into However , he felt that would jeopardize 
other programs, " Johnson said. too many sports . 
"We're struggling and I can even "If  for example I would 've taken all 
forsee another cut if our aid . of baseball ' s  money ($ 14 ,5 14.) ,  I still 
decreases . "  would've needed to cut one, if no_t two 
* Eastern no longer recognized badminton as an interco# 
sport. 
Johnson said his choice to cut swim- other programs , "  Johnson added . 
ming was not a snap decision or done Johnson said the best choice was 
out of dislike for the program, but eliminating scholarship money from 
rather because "it was the best choice just one sport because both the men's  
and women's  conferences have some 
teams which do not give aid and others 
which don't  sponsor swimming. 
were going to hurt the same am 
students (athletes) , "  Johnson 
"Additionally, we looked at the 
ferences and because of the 
cumstalices swimming was cut ."  
Fourth straig ht win 
"We chose t o  use that option 
because no matter how we did it we still 
Panth ers h old off Buccan eers 69-67 Kassebaum out ; cagers to ch�l leng 
struggl ing Couga 
Eastern forward Tim Wyss goes for a layup during 
Eastern's 69-67 victory over visiting Baptist College 
Thursday at Lantz Gym. The victory marked the Pan­
thers' fourth straight after losing their first 1 2 games . 
{News photo by Tom Roberts) 
by Kirby Flowers 
Senior Kevin Jones ' layup with three seconds lifted 
Eastern to a 69-67 victory over Baptist College 
Thursday at Lantz Gym. 
Jones notched 27 points , dished off five assists and . 
pulled down four rebounds to lead the Panthers to 
their first non-conference victory and fourth con­
;ecutive win . 
" Jones played very well for us , "  Eastern head 
.::oach Rick Samuels said. " On the last play we 
wanted to get Kevin on the wing and let him drive, in-
5ide and that is what we did . "  
The Panthers, ·4- 1 2 ,  broke out t o  a quick 6-0 lead 
at the 1 8 : 1 5  mark and stormed out to a 40-2 1 lead 
with 2 :27 left in the half. 
It seemed that Eastern was on its way to an easy 
victory but the Buccaneers made a run on the Pan­
ther reserves that entered the game and pulled to 
within 44-3 1 at the end of the half. 
Baptist continued its comeback in the second ·half 
and closed the gap to 48-40 with 1 5 :48 left . And it. 
looked as though the Buccaneers would catch 
Eastern . 
However, Panther Tim Dykstra blocked Marcus 
Beasley' s  shot against the glass and Doug Crook 
. (See PANTHERS, page 1 3) 
Eastern (69) 
Duckworth 3 0-0 6, Crook 6 O·O 1 � . Steed 0 O·O 0, Lorenzen 0 
0- 1 0, Dykstra 2 0- 1 4, Wyss 3 1 - 1 7, Hopkins 1 0· 1 2 ,  Hippen O 
O·O 0, Jones 1 2  3-5 2 7 ,  Neidig 1 2-3 4, Androff 3 1 - 2 7 .  
Totals 3 1 7· 1 4 69.  
Baptist College (87) 
Beasley 7 0-0 1 4 , Perry 6 0-0 1 2, Richardson 1 0-0 2, Young O 
1 -2 1 ,  Woods O 0-0 0, Bodison O O·O 0, Battle 2 1 · 1  5, Walker 6 
3·4 1 5 , Slawson 1 O·O 2 ,  Avent 6 4-4 1 6 . 
Halftime score-Eastern 44,  Baptist College 3 1 . Fouled 
out-none. Totals fouls-Eastern 1 0 , Baptist College 1 8 . 
Technical fouls-none.  A- 1 , 500. 
by Kathy Leahy 
Eastern's  women cagers will face a stru 
Chicago State team at 5 : 1 5  p .m.  Saturda 
Lantz Gym, but the Panthers will be without 
.services of senior guard Nancy Kassebaum. 
Kassebaum, the leading scorer in E 
history, underwent surgery Thursday afte 
on her left knee . 
Dr. J .D .  Heath, who performed the sur 
described the injury to Kassebaum's  knee 
a "small,, stable peripheral tear of the m 
meniscus . "  
· 
Heath told Eastern women' s  basketball tr · 
Cheryl Birkhead that he "did not have to 
the j oint to sew it" and described the treat 
as "conservative, ' '  adding that the injury sh 
heal well . 
Birkhead said Kassebaum would be out 
"at least four weeks" and it is highly unli 
that she will play in a Panther basketball unrn 
again.  
"There is a really slight chance she could 
some post-season · play, ' '  Birkhead 
. However, she added that if Kassebaum tri 
play too soon, the knee could suffer perm 
damage. 
Eastern assistant coach Deanna D' Ab 
said she and head coach Bobbie Hilke ex 
go with the same lineup they have used 
Kassebaum's absence the past two games. 
Lori Connine and Melanie Hatfield will be 
starting guards,  with Kathy Lanter and Toni 
· (See KASSEBAUM, page 1 5) 
6 Fl icks use war 
as d ramatic backd rop 
3 Students far from apathetic 
during Vietnam era 
-
• � Sports "Star Trek I I :  Wrath of Kha n "  Showings a t  6 : 30 a n d  9 p . m .  Fri ­
day . Grand Ballroom . Rated PG. 
U niversity Baptist Church 
Service at 1 0 : 30 a.m. at 1 505 
Seventh St. Sunday's sermon will 
be "Unseen but Loved . "  � � Men ' s  Swimming 
i Vien Tarkers host M is.�t,uri-Rolla 
'.' 3t 1 r . m .  Saturday at Lar. i ; - Pool . l Music Immanuel Lutheran Church Services will be at 8 :  1 5 and 
1 0 : 4 5  a. m .  at 902 Cleveland Ave. 
" Love Counts Others Higher Than 
Self"" will be Sunday's sermon . 
! Nomen 's Sw:mmlng 
: Nomen Tankers host Northern I I ·  
l inois at 4:30 p.m. Saturday at 
la:'iz Pool .  
Men ' s  Basketba l l  
Pantt"1e1 ;; ho :  .t �.orthern Iowa at 
7 .1 0 ;:i . m .  S· urday at Lantz Gym . 
Women ' s  Basktttbal l  
Women Cagers host Chicago 
State at 5 · 1 5  p . m .  Saturday at 
Lantz Jv.m. 
Men ' s Track 
T r acksters host Bail State ,  
Southwest Missouri and Western 
Ill inois at 2 p . m .  Saturday in Lantz 
Fieldhoure. 
Movies 
"Best Friends " 
Showings at 5 : 2 0 ,  7 : 2 5  and 9 : 2 0  
p. m .  Friday through Sun.day . Triple 
Cinemas, Mattoon. Rated PG. 
"Tootsie" 
Showings at 5 :  1 0 , 7 : 20 and 9 : 2 5  
p . m .  Friday through Sunday. Triple 
Cinemas, Mattoon . Rated PG. 
"The Verdict" 
Showings at 5, 7 : 1 5  and 9 : 30 
p .m .  Friday through Sunday.  Triple 
Cinemas . Mattoon . Rated R .  
Tarble Arts Center 
"The Chester String  Quartet" will 
b� performing at 2 p . m .  Sunday. 
Ted ' s  Warehouse 
" U . S . A . "'formerly "Willard Crat· 
chelow, · wil l  perform on Friday 
and "Zacka:y Bass" vn Saturday 
from 9 :  1 5  p . m .  to 1 a .m .  both 
nights .  
The Trestle 
"Captain Rat" and "The Bl ind 
Rivets" will perform from 9 p.m. fo 
1 a . m .  Friday and Saturday. 
The Holiday Inn 
"Mike and Margie" wi l l  perform 
from 9 p . m .  to 1 a. m .  Friday and 
Saturday. 
Mike's P lace 
"Jerry and the Country Lads" will 
perform from 9 p .m .  to 1 a .m .  Fri­
day and Saturday. 
Sporty' s  
"Bob McCall" w i l l  perform from 9 
p . m .  to 1 a .m .  Friday and Satur­
day . 
Churches 
Christian Campus Fellowship 
Sunday service at 1 0 : 30 a . m .  at 
2 2 3 1  Fourth St . 
Like to tel l  stories? 
W e s l ey U n ited M et h od i st 
Church 
Services at 9 and 1 1  a.m. at 2206 
S.  Fourth St .  Sunday's sermon wil l  
be "The Love of Our Father God . "  
First Presbyterian Church 
Service will be at 1 0 :30 a.m. at 
Seventh Street and Madison 
Avenue. "Peaceful Anger" will be 
Sunday's sermon . 
Newman C ommu nity 
Saturday · mass at 6 : 30 p. m·. in 
Newman Center. Sunday mass at 
9 and 1 1  a .m .  in Buzzard 
Auditorium.  
Trinity Episcopal Church 
Holy Eucharist at 9 a . m .  at 2 200 
Western Ave . ,  Mattoon. Cal l  348· 
81 91 during the day for a ride . 
First Christian C hurch 
Sunday's service will be at 9 a .m .  
at  4 1 1 Jackson Ave. 
Unitarian Unlversallst Fellowship 
Services on the first and third Sun­
days of the month at 1 0 : 30 a.m. at 
1 602 1 1 th St .  
- , _ . Tel l onefor the Verge. i n  a Tale End. 
I 
Welcome to all 
Immanuel Luthera n  
C h u rch & t Student 
90 2 c1eve1and . . Center (across from Tarble Arts) · 
Sunday Services . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8 :  1 5  & 1 0 : 4 5  a . m  .. 
Bible Study . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9:  30 a .  m .  
L utheran Student Fellowship . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 : 30 p . m .  
EIU Student Bible Study . . . . . . . . . . . .  Monday 8 : 00 p . m .  
Folk C hoir . . . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . .  Thursday 5 : 30 p . m .  
Bob Hackler, Pastor Christy Spomer D. C. E. 







Welcome Home party 
to honor veterans 
by Mona Hennein 
This weekend marks the 10th anniversary of the Vietnam 
War's  ending and a time to commerate all our war veterans . 
Mattoon's  Veterans .of Foreign Wars has planned a 
"Welcome Home Party" for Vietnam veterans at 7 p .m.  Satur­
day at the VFW headquarters, 1 220 1 9th St. 
The get-together will honor the veterans by featuring slides 
anq movies highlighting the events of the war . 
"It 's  in a spirit of comradeship, "  Marlene Highland, an ac­
tive member of the ' ' Red Badge of Courage' '  campaign, said. 
The campaign, formed in 1 980, is primarily concerp.ed with 
the 2,500 Vietnam veterans who are still missing in action. 
Although many veterans will be celebrating this weekend, some 
people will quietly remember loved ones who are not there. 
The families and friends of MIAs are not alone in their con­
cern for the sometime-forgotten men. The U.S .  government has 
become more aware of the missing men through such organiza­
tions as the Red Badge of Courage Campaign and the National 
League of Families-the families of war veterans . 
In a newsletter to the National League of Families , the 
Department . of Defense announced it will sponsor a 60-second 
message from President Reagan, who will state that he has not 
forgotten the MIAs from the Vietnam war . . 
Details concerning the date, time and channel have not yet 
been released. 
· · 
As stated in the newsletter, the Department of Defense ex­
pressed support for the many soldiers who were lost and for the 
families who are suffering. "Our nation is working unceasingly 
to obtain an accounting from the Indo-Chinese government so 
that the families of the men might finally have peace of mind. 
This is our sacred duty..:....we will not forget . "  
-- O n the cover ---- Staff box --
The cover of this week's Verge 
is a picture of the Vietnam 
Veterans' Membrial at Peterson 
Park in Mattoon . The red ribbon 
was placed there Saturday during 
a ceremony sponsored by the Red 
Badge of Courage Campaign . The 
campaign is concerned with the 
2, 500 men who are still unac­
counted for 1 O years after the en· 
ding of the Vietnam War . ( Photo by 
Fred Zwicky) 
Editor . . . . . . . . .  Denise Skowron 
Asst. editor . . . . . . .  Becky Tinder 
Art director . . . . . . .  Tim Broderick 
Photo editor . . . . .  Brian Ormiston 
Copy editors . . . . . . . . .  Kim KE!llY. 










at For more in o. 
l. 
==:"'Ch amp_s .=== L 
in  University Vi l lage 
345-300 1 1 0-5 Mon . -Sat . 
Please cal l  345-9084 or 
stop by chapter house 1 532 4th St. 
(across from Pemberton Hall ) 
Protest : EaStern'S Campus participated in protest of Vietnam war in  a non -v io lent manner 
" .., 
-4 :T 
Above: This Eastern student came to 
a demonstration with the idea of "bury­
ing" the issue. Right: However, these 
Eastern students felt it would be more 
effective to "step up" the peace march 
on the Charleston square. (Photos 
epr inted from the 1 9 7 3 Warbler .) 
by Ed Mazzocco 
"Hell, no, we won 't go! "  
" WE don 't want thisj• • • •n '  war! " 
During the anti-Vietnam war move-
ment, these chants were prevalent on 
many college campuses and Eastern's  
was no exception. 
Today it sometimes may seem that 
students don't become involved with 
an issue until it personally affects 
them. But in the late 60s , the United 
States ' involvement in Vietnam promp­
ted faculty, students and Charleston 
residents to unite against the war . ' 
Eastern may not have experienced 
nightmares like the one that took place 
at Kent State University, or the 
numerous and massive demonstrations 
seen at the University of Illinois, but in 
its own way Eastern did protest the 
U .S .  involvement in an undeclared 
war . 
EVEN .STRAIGHT /iS CAN'T 
HELP IF YOU FWNK TUITION. 
ToJay, the toughest thing ahout goi ng 
tP college is finJing the money to p;iy for i t .  
But Army ROTC can help - two 
ways' 
First ,  you can app ly  for an Army 
ROTC scholarship .  It covers iu i tinn , 
txxlks, and supplies,  and p;iys you 
up to $ 1 ,000 each schcxll year it's 
in effect .  
B u t  even if  you 're not a 
scholarship recipient, ,(11 "'\\ RITTC can sti l l  help M - �U· with financial assis- . f.71_f . tance-up to $ l ,OOO ff/ii 
a year for your �­
last two years in  (I - '� 
the program .  � � 
For more - :; . 
information , -;{l .. ijjll.11(1 




KALL 10U CAM BE. 
SOPHOMORES��".'· 
For 2 Year 
Awards, Apply 
Before Feb. 1 4th 
See Capt.  Joh n  Napier,  Room 308, AAE-or ca l l  581 -5944 
Capt . _ lack Chambers, of campus 
security, was a member of the force at 
Eastern during the Vietnam war and 
saw the campus demonstrations. He 
said there was no violence compared to 
other campuses . 
• 
ten ti on was when Lincoln A venue was � 
blocked from Seventh to Fourth Street � 
with people protesting the United ; 
States moving into Cambodia," 3 
Pauley said . z 
"Students were staging a sit-in. L'in- i 
coin A venue was full of people day and ;; 
night, "  he said. "There was no S: 
physical violence; nobody got clubb- � 
ed. "  :;;-
"Eastern was a conservative campus 
and .had an enrollment of between 
7 ,000 and 8 ,000. The demonstrations 
did not involve as many students in 
comparison to other universities , "  
Chambers said . 
"No one burned any buildings but 
there were people who had the poten­
tial to stir things up and would have if 
they had the following, "  he said . 
Robert Barford,.. philosophy depart- � 
ment chairman, said from 1969 to 1 972 .C 
there was another newspaper on cam- � 
pus in addition to The Daily Eastern � 
Oii 
Campus Police Chief John Pauley, 
who also worked at Eastern at the 
time, said, "We had demonstrations, 
but students weren't as militant as on 
other campuses . "  
"One incident that drew the most at-
News. . , w 
The Fertilizer was divided into three 
sections-politics, sex and drugs , Bar­
ford said. Two former sociology in­
structors worked on the paper and 
faculty and students wrote for it. 
Although today it may seem odd for 
faculty, students ,and area residents to 
work with each other toward a com­
mon goal, the turmoil of the Vietnam 
War brought the three groups together. 
Many marches went around the 
square. The courthouse steps were the 
scene of many speeches, meetings and 
the reading of the war deJld, he said. 
Barford remembered an incident 
after the death of four students at Kent 
State University. "There was a rally at 
the flag pole on campus to fly the flag 
at half-mast. But some war veterans 
did not agree with that . The incident 
resulted in a little scuffling . "  
Barford said what· really fueled .the 
anti-war movement was former Presi­
dent Lyndon B. Johnson's decision to 
draft college students . At the time, all 
males enrolled in college were exempt 
from the draft . 
"Students formed leadership and. 
did a lot of work . They did a good job 
of organiZing mlirches and other events 
held to voice opinions, "  he said. 
Barford said, "It is hard to say 
something was good about the Viet­
nam war era. But what it did do was 
wake up students to the govern­
ment-and reality. "  · 
FOR THE THIRTEENTH STRAIGHT YEAR AT EIU 
DAYTONA BEACH 
SPRING BREAK 1983 
Walt Disney World•Suntan •Beaches •Parties 
O u r  Tri p I ncludes 
* 8 days, 7 nights in Daytona Beach 
* 1 -day Disney World option 
* All transportation (Gulf Transport Bus Lines) 
* Free refreshments while traveling 
* All accommodations Travel Lodge - on the beach 
* Choice of efficiencies or regular rooms 
* Free trip partY in Daytona 
* Swim and sun on "The World's Most Famous Beach" 
* Get the most for your vacation dollar 
Vacation Dates: March 25 through April 3 
· Cost: · ONLY $1 69.00: ($50 deposit) 
For More Information Call :  
Terry , 348-7525 or Jeff,  348-7535 
Services-Broker's License No. MC-1 54373) 
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Ten thousand days 
Jan .  . 30-The Soviet 1950 
Union formally recognized 
the Vietminh, a political 
organization to drive out 
the French, confirming 
Ho's allegiance to com-
munism. 
Late 1950-The U .S .  first 
committed economic and 
technical aid to Indochina. 
The Gulf of Tonkin 1964 Resoluti0n authorized 
Presiden r ;  Lyndon B .  
J ohnson t •) take "all 
necessary m::asurcs to repel 
any armed attacks against 
the forces of the United 
States and to prevent fur­






O c t .  
President Richard M .  Nix­
on and Secretary of State 
Henry Kissinger declared 
that the war and U .S .  in­
volvement must end , but 
"honorably. " 
May-Nixon initiated a 
" comprehensive peace 
plan" arid a plan for a 
phased withdrawal o f  -
American combat troops . 
June-Nixon announced 
the immediate withdrawal 
of 25 ,000 American combat 
forces . 
February__:....Nixon again 1971 
expanded the war by his ap-
proval of a major ground 
operation in Laos . 
May-Kissinger initiated 
secret peace talks with the 
N orth Vietnamese . 
Sum mer- ( t . Wil l iam 
Calley was sentenced to life 
imprisonment for at le 22 
murders in the 1 968 M 
incident. 
Jan .  8-Negotiations 
resumed in Paris . An agree­
ment with the Saigon 
government permi tted 
American withdrawal from 
the war and the r�turn of 
POWs. 
May J-Vietcong soldiers 
ran up their flag over a 
.renamed Ho Chi Minh City 
(Saigon) . Several days 
earlier President Gerald 
Ford proclaimed the ob­
vious; the Vietnam war is 
"finished as far as the 









Sept. 2-Ho Chi Minh 
proclaimed Vietnam in­
dependent of French rule. 
The Vietnamese. began to 
oppose the expansion of 
American advisers . Presi­
dent John F. Kennedy pro­
duced a plan calling for a 
phased withdrawal of  
American advisers . 
Nov. 22-Kennedy was 
assasinated in Dallas, Tex . .  
February-Viet Cong at­
tacks on U.S .  army bar­
racks began, killing several 
Americans . 
July-Johnson made an 
open-ended commitment to 
employ American military 
orces "as the situation 
manded. "  That month he 
assistance, in­
the number of ad­
and authorized air of­
fensives and ground troops 
in Vietnam. 
Jan. 30-A team of Viet 
Cong sappers blasted a hole 
in the wall around the 
American Embassy in 
Saigon, marking the begin­
ning of the Tet Offensive . 
13-Formal talks 




bombing" of 36,000 tons of 
bombs was employed to 
force Hanoi to conclude an 
agreement . 
American abandonment 
of . South Vietnam was 
manifest �Y the · end ·of the 
year . 
Fall-The military balance 
shifted in favor of North 
Vietnam. 
-Information compiled by 
D e e  Ch ris t off fro m  
"A merica 's Longest War "  
by' George C. Herring. 
Dedication 
A memorial bui lt by-the .lo  
by Becky Lawson 
There is a new memorial in Washington D!C-a 
memorial which bears the 57 ,939 names of the men 
and women missing or killed in action during the 
Vietnam War. 
It is a memorial built not by the _government which 
sent troops to Vietnam, but by the families and 
friends of the Vietnam veterans. And some of the 
memorial' s  best friends are from central and south­
eastern Illinois .  
Alf R.  Thompson, Illinois fund drive coordinator, 
said residents of Coles, Effingham, Clark, Cham­
. paign, Shelby and other counties in this part ·of Il­
linois were especially supportive of the $7 million 
memorial . 
Thompson, a Mattoon resident and World War I 
veteran, said Charleston had the most complete 
coverage of business ,  professional and individual 
sects for contributions compared to all other cities of 
its size in the United States . 
Charleston' s  success was due in great part to its 
fund director Quincy Doudna, president emeritus of 
Eastern, Thompson said. 
As Illinois campaign director, Charleston resident 
Hazel Watson also was greatly responsible for the 
success of the fund drive at the state level . 
The "grassroots" support from Illinois included 
contributions of time and money from all ages-the 
elderly and retired as well as school children who 
went without their lunches to contribute money, 
Scruggs said . 
The fund drive, 
systems and the h 
designed to "give ev 
had a part in the me 
Jan Scruggs, pres' 
Memorial Fund, also 
the memorial , noting 
tion of Vietnam V 
th-November, 198 1 .  
Alf Thompson, t 
support of the Viet 
Ten years later-
by Mona Hennein 
Altho.ugh the Vietnam war ended 10 years 
ago,  a little-known fact remains that not all 
the American soldiers have returned. There 
are 2 ,500 American soldiers not yet ac­
counted for and thought to be held in Viet­
namese prison camps . 
However, the Vietnamese government will 
not release any information on the where­
abouts of these men . 
Where are all the soldiers? Why haven't 
the Vietnamese accounted for the 2 ,500 
men? What can we as American citizens do 
to gain access to this information? 
These are the questions posed by ' 'The 
Red Badge of Courage" Campaign, which 
concerns the whereabouts of these forgotten 
men. 
Marlene Highland of Mattoon, head of 
the first Red Badge of Courage Campaign in 
the Midwest, · said she became interested in 
the campaign last fall while attending the 
Vietnam veterans memorial service in 
Washington . 
"One lady at the convention was handing 
out a red and white fact sheet 
bon on it explaining the sigh 
prisoners still in Vietnam," 
The fact sheet stated t 
'while visiting Vietnam in I 
gang of prisoners north ·of 
Chinese borqer . He claimed 
about 400 live prisoners. A 
by, some of the men shouted 
accents , "Tell the world abo 
Highland said , "And t 
name of our campaign came 
World About the Red Ba 
Campaign. ' ' '  
"W� don't  know how man 
now, but we do know that 
slowly being released ace 
namese discretion. Four re 
released in October of 1 982," 
ed . 
Along with the Red Ba 
Campaign, the National L 
has also been concerned · 
men. Many members of 
family members still missing 
.. A. C U C ROSl. 
V ��· R l � � r;- � 
' 0 0 0  
Supporters of the Moratorium at Eastern participated in a nation- -
wide movement Oct. 1 5 , 1 969,  to show support of accelerated 
withdrawal of troops from Vietnam by placing white crosses 
f.many wha-served their·country 
was responsible for petitioning Gov. Thompson for 
the proclamation as well as organizing the fund drive 
throughout the state. 
Scruggs said that under the leadership of Alf 
Thompson the state of Illinois gave the fund a "con­
siderable boost" during the days when the polished 
black granite memorial was swathed in controversy. 
The memorial, designed by architecture student 
Maya Ying Lin, is composed of polished black 
granite formed in the shape of an upside down "V." 
It is located near the Washington and Lincoln 
memorials, butted up against a grassy knoll. 
Because it hugs the ground while other memorials 
tower heavenward, the Vietnam Veteran's Memorial 
was cradled in a controversy over its design. But on 
Veteran's Day 1 982, wherl""it was dedicated, con­
troversy was forgotton at the sight of the somber 
memorial. 
Inscribed on its surface are not only ' ' the names of 
those who gave their lives and who remain missing in 
action in the order that they were taken from us, "  
but the following words which are chiseled into the 
hard surface following the 57 ,939th name: "Our na­
tion honors the courage, sacrifice and devotion to 
duty of its Vietnam ·veterans. This memorial was 
built through private contributions from the 
American people . "  
Scruggs' interest in the memorial , which he called 
· � an expression of thanks ,"  stemmed from his 1 977 
graduate study on the psychological impact of war on 
veterans, his viewing of the movie "The 
Deer hunter," and his personal experiences in Viet­
nam. 
"The veterans really needed· a symbol to recognize 
their sacrifices,'' Scruggs said. 
A tangible symbol, the memorial has had a con­
siderable impact on veterans, he added, making them 
feel their country has finally thanked them. Scruggs 
said he believes it is very important that Vietnam 
veterans know that they will always be remembered 
and that their sacrifices will not be forgotten. 
Thompson supported Scruggs' feelings with his 
own views as a veteran and member of the Red Cross 
forces in World War Ii . · 
Thompson said the respect and backing of the peo­
ple at home is very important to those in the service. 
He said Vietnam veterans. received neither of these: 
"No nation can long endure," Thompson said, "if 
it does not have the respect for and the desire to 
honor the men and women who served in the armed 
services in a time of need. Today in this country we 
have a birth of new understanding not only for Viet­
nam veterans, but for all veterans." 
Thompson recalled the thoughts of one Vietnam 
veteran acquaintance. The man, he said, returned 
from Vietnam and was submerged in personal pro­
blems due to lai:k of friends' support . _ 
While talking to his friend one evening during tl,le 
the memorial' s  weekend dedication, Thompson 
remembered the veteran saying, "I came here 
wondering and questioning . I leave inspired, and I 
feel I have something to live up to now . "  
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(EditOrs note: Daily Eastern News -:; 
reporter Douglas Backstrom asked,; 
several active members of the 3 
Charleston VFW who are Vietnam z -
Veterans the following question:) ! 
" What stands out most i 
vividly in your mind from � 
your experiences in Viet- � 
nam ? "  
. � 
"The degree of apathy people took � 
toward me when I came home. If I had :.. 
the chance, I would do it again." ! 
-Mark Haines 
68-69 Specialist Fourth Class 
"The thing that hit me the most was 
that we had to pick up dead 
bodies-sometimes it got so bad I 
could not sleep at night. ' '  
· -Larry Pankey 
70-71 Sergeant 
" It was the bad feeling I got when I 
came home, not from my family, but 
people in general . "  
-Mike Zimmerle 
66-67 Lance Corporal 
"The loneliness .  The nine and one­
half months I was there bothered me 
the most ."  
-Richard Vail 
70-71 Specialist Fifth Class. 
"We lost lives and lost the war. The 
way some of the people were treated 
after the war . ' '  
-Frank Smith 
69-70 Sergeant 
"Political aspects-we could not fight 
the war the way we wanted to. Our 
hands were tied . "  
-Mike Brown 
67-69 Sergeant 
d urged people to "display or 
red ribbon, write to congressmen, 
, Secretary of State (George) 
Secretary of Defense (Caspar) 
er and President Reagan. "  
eagan administration is the first ad­
' on to get involvea in this issue and 
encouraged to continue working 
one of the American prisoners is 
Highland said. 
It's been 10  years since American 
troops have fought OJl foreign soil and 
the last time they did it was in Vietnam. 
Usually wars are popular with the peo­
ple, but Vietnam was not. 
Personal file: 
INDEX 
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't know why they (the Vietnamese) 
holding our men,"  Highland said . 
the problem is that no one knows 
to represent the number already 
Warbler) 
Dan Crews 
When veterans returned home they 
were welcomed with contempt and lit­
tle respect . It' s only . been recently that 
Vietnam veterans have received what 
they have long deserved. 
I have always wondered how I would 
have reacted if faced with the same cir­
cumstances the generation of the 60s 
faced : Would I have burned my draft 
card or would I have carried out the 
duty my country re.quested? This· 
ethical issue is one the United States 
may have to deal with again. 
At first it' s  natural to feel patriotic-­
and do your duty, but whose definition 
of patriotism are we going to use? Are 
concepts like patriotism and heroism 
real, or are they just the results of reac­
ting to particular situations? 
What constitutes a good soldier? I 
feel I could never be a good soldier, but 
how many people feel that they could? 
What would I do if I found myself in a 
country where I wasn't familiar with 
the language or the culture, and the 
people there didn't  appreciate my 
presence? 
Vietnam is history now, but I feel the 
veterans of that war went through the 
same emotions I go through every time 
the possibility of a conflict arises . To 
me the veterans of the Vietnam war are 
all heros . 
After 1 0  years it' s about time we all 
. said welcome home. 
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Campus protests 
throughout I l l inois Police view quiet rally:��;, 
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"""'"' "' " "'otonol bloc:tlod llr a • U • ·•U pt01n1en al die 
1nlcrwcll..., ol llh ud U.Col11. 
Top: Through a letter printed in the May 1 0 , 1 97 2  edition of The Dally Ea�tern 
News, Student Body Pre::. ;dent Mike Goetz urged students to express their .
op­
position to U .S.  involvdment in Vietnam. Bottom: On the following day of pubhca· 
tion , May 1 2 , 1 972 , the News bore headlines reflecting student attitudes across 
the country. (Photos reprinted hem May editions of The Daily Eastern News) 
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Movies bring war horn� 
� Ill ,, ;t Two prisoners-of-war sit facing each other across a 
-;;; wooden table . A Vietcong guerrilla sits between 
l them, shouting a gibberish of commands at the two � men. 
and begins untying himself. His friend walks 
beside him. 
"God , "  he says , "How did you take it? ! "  
Devane says quietly, ' 'You learn t o  love the rope. 
As the hero Michael learned in The Deer Hun ! The Vietcong hands a gun to one of the prisoners . � He has placed one bullet in its chambers . Screaming 
z: �rders at the prison. : r ,  he slaps him hard across the 
� :'ace . 
� A circle o f  guards close in around the table, rifles 
� poised on the prisoners . They shout to one another � and throw money on the table . 
� After a number of blows, the helpless prisoner 
� corces hims'!lf to do what is expected of him;  he puts 
""" he gm: to 1is head and pulls the trigger . An empty 
ch ,1 mbcr c' �k' in the gun . 
l he Rus , i;;. i Rodette continues . The Vietnamese 
bet on which of the prisoners will be the first to splat­
t er his brains onto the bamboo walls . Beneath them, 
in a pen , the other prisoners wait their turn at the 
game. 
Uncomfortable rn their seats, Americans watch as 
the unrelenting violence of Vietnam is acted out for 
them all over again, in The Deer Hun ter. 
There were no actual instances of captured men be­
ing forced to play Russian Roulette during the Viet­
nam War . Director Michael Cimino chose to use the 
game as a metaphor for the tension and brutality 
associated with our participation in the Vietnam con­
flict . · 
This participation is felt through onr identification 
with three boys from Clairton, Pa . ,  who are shipped 
overseas in 1 968 . The first half of the film is a detail­
ed prelude for the harsh realities they experience in 
the jungles of Vietnam. There , the war takes its toll 
on the three friends , changing them irreparably, 
tragically. 
Until the release of The Deer Hunter i n  1 978 ,  
Hollywood had treated the Vietnam War as  almost a 
5ocial taboo, hesitant to show the extent of what had 
been going on over there . The consensus was that 
America was tired of the war , a much-misunderstood 
war that was �unpopufar-even at home-as it was 
being fought . Americans had no desire to flock to the 
theaters to see films dealing with the subject, when all 
they had to do to see the real thing was switch on the 
six o'clock news.  
Still, a few movies did use the Vietnam War for 
their dramatic backdrop . John Wayne came out with 
the decidedly hawkish recruitment film The Green 
Berets . early in the war ("Was my Petersaan 
brave? ") .  Jane Fonda and John Voight starred in a 
bittersweet drama on the returning army in Coming 
Home, which , not surprisingly , took a liberal stand 
on the traumas of war . 
And William Devane portrayed a dedicated soldier 
who returns from a POW camp a hero , but can ' t  pu t 
his past behind him in  R olling Thunder. 
An underrated little film on Vietnam, R olling 
Thunder was the first to show America the now 
. familiar portrait of  the G . I .  hau nted by his memories 
of the war . While most TV shows at the time wer.e 
portraying Vietnam vets as disturbed, psychotic 
villains , T/iunder showed the ordeal of the returning 
soldier for what it was-a trying re-orientation to 
domestic life .  
In a tense scene from the film, after William 
Devane' s  wife has asked him for a divorce , he goes 
out to _his workshop with her new suitor , an old 
friend of his . Amid small talk, his friend asks him 
what it was like "over there . "  
A picture of calmness, Devane says , " I t  was pretty 
bad . "  He takes a coil of rope off the wall ,  saying 
"Do you want to know what they did to us over 
there? " 
"Well, not if . . .  " 
"Here , "  Devane says,  handing him the rope . "Tie 
my hands behind my back . "  His face takes on a 
rigid ,  determined expression of concentration as h is  
friend binds him . "Tighter ! "  he orders . 
" Now throw the end of the rope over that beam up 
there . "  He motions towards the ceiling . His friend 
considers it a moment , then does as directed . He 
begins to sweat as he wat.ches Devane brace against 
the rope . 
"Now start pulling me up to the ceiling . "  
"Are you sure-" 
" Do it ! Pull ! "  
As he is hoi sted up by the rope, Devane's  arms are 
pulled backwards,  away from his body and almost 
l ifting him off the ground . His face contorts slightly , 
assuming the cast of an iron will . 
Suddenly the scene flashes back to Devane in the 
same position in the POW camp. The Vietcong tug at 
the rope as they beat him .  
"Higher ! "  
His friend pulls , sweating from the strain a t  the 
rope . He w�tches a moment longer , then releases the 
tension , yelling "That 's  enough ! "  
Devane picks himself up,  becoming calm again ,  
adaptability, courage and strength were necessary 
survive in Vietnam. Those that couldn' t  cope with 
would come home scared-either mentally 
physically-or not come home at all . Everyday Ii · 
became harder to cope with . 
In First Blood, Sylvester Stallone is a Viet 
time-bomb waiting to go off. He learns that he is 
only remaining member of his company alive t 
and, after being arrested for a bogus vagr 
charge, has the bad luck to be beaten up by a sadi 
local deputy. This conjures up bad memories of 
POW days , and he freaks out . 
· 
At the end of the film we get a further glimpse · 
his character's  motivation as Stallone sobs ou 
nightmarish tale of what can happen to a man in 
unpredictable situations of war . In the context 
Vietnam, his confusion rings true . · 
And speaking of confusion, Francis Ford Cop 
updated a World War I novella The Heart 
Darkness for one of the most visual films on Viet 
ever, Apocalypse Now. Unfortunately,  for all o 
enthralling episodes, there is no cohesive resolu 
to draw by the end of the film. 
Many of the images Coppola masterfully wea 
into his story ring true for the Vietnam conflict . 
characters are all straight out of the 60s and 
aren't  really sure why they' re over there . Only C 
Willard (Martin Sheen) knows the mission ' s  pur 
Along the way a picture of a tumultuous Viet 
emerges . A helicopter squadron comma 
magnificently destroys a Vietnamese village j ust s 
can surf on its beach ; a Playboy USO show ends · 
riot after the troops get provoked ; and Willard 
bloodedly shoots a Vietnamese woman after the 
accidentally kill everyone on board her boat . "T 
typical military thinking, " Willard says. "Cut t 
in half with a machine gun and then give 'em a 
daid . "  
Coppola paints an eerie, engrossing picture a 
the Vietnam canvas , one that merits further vi 
to glean all the details bµried by Coppola ' s  ar 
brush . He shows the Vietnam situation decayi 
the jungle heat , and the military unable to st 
The insanity becomes contagious and ruinous .  
It is the character Chef (Frederic Forrest) who 
the most level-headed solution to the problems o 
war, one that would keep he and his crewmates 
through it all . And it ' s  an opinion that the Ame · 
cinema seems to share about our t ime spent fig 
and dying in Vietnam . 
"Never get off the boat , "  Chef says . 
And Willard agrees . " Never get off the boat. 
solutely f ing A right . "  · 
-by Steve Sand_str 
Music d u ring Vietnam era-a spectrum of d iversity 
I 
I f  the music you l isten to becomes not only Doors songs like "Apocalypse Around The Bend , "  "Bus Stop , ' '  
: h e  soundtrack of your l i fe ,  . then I Now" would have you believe.  "Layla" and "Ohio? " 
mspect that  servicemen i n  Vietnam had But in talking about the popular But it 's  a one-sided list . When I lived 
J. var ied sound track .  m usic of the era i t ' s  important, I think ,  in Turkey in  the early seventies , Merle 
i say that because I assume they to remember that more than any other Haggard ' s  "Okie From Muskogee" 
l i s tened to Armed Forces Radio like I war, Vietnam haunted the home front, was at least as popular as " American 
did , c1nly l was growing up in more its spectre ever present on the five Pie . "  There is no Big Hits Of The Viet­
peaceful places l ike Okinawa and o' clock news .  The soundtrack of those nam Era, but going through my collec­
Turk cy.  You see, I was an Air Force who stayed· home and those who tion I came across one album that en­
bra t and Armed Forces Radio was the _ managed to come back i s  j ust as impor- capsulates the time as well as anything 
only thing you could listen to while tant . I know of. 
overseas . Thumbing through my record collec- It is the soundtrack to More 
Armed Forces Radio doesn't  pro- tion , trying to pin down the sounds of A merican ·Graffiti and it' s  good for all 
gram just rocR,  or soul , or country like the time, I was reminded of the tremen- the reasons I mentioned above. I t ' s  the 
the stations I listen to now-it plays it dous changes the music went through soundtrack to a movie about five kids 
all . It  has to. The services get a good from 1 96 1  to 1 973-the girl groups, ' who grew up together in California 
variety of people with an even greater surf music , the British Invasion, folk , during the sixties and the different peo­
variety of musical preferences and the psychedelic era, the rise of soul , pie they became. The music goes as 
Armed Forces Ra,dio -t:ries to please heavy-metal and the s inger- many directions as the fi lm' s  
them all .-"' - - � songwriters . characters and is an accurate reflection 
' .I spent ma.� �r1 early Satilrday m_or- Remember the . Beatles and the of the time. 
ning listening to "The Polka Hour" Stones; Dyl�o, the W?o ,  �he. Kinks a�d Not only does it have a song by and late on Sunday nights I would fall the Temptations; Jams, J1m1 , Zeppehn Cream, but one by Andy Williams . asleep to a blues show. What I 'm try- and Sly Stone? And "My Boyfriendfs Along with Bobby Vinton' s  "Mr. ing to say is that the music of the era Back , ' '  " Louie, Louie, ' '  " Gloria, ' ' Lonely" we get "When A Man Loves 
was practically unlimited in scope and " Reach Out I ' ll Be There, "  "Up A Woman. " 
Side one opens with Martha an 
Vandella' s  " Heatwave, ' '  a Mo 
masterpiece, and side four closes 
Bob Dylan' s  " Like A Rolling Sto 
a six-minute single that said, in si 
terms , everything that needed t 
said about the social revolution o 
sixties . 
Perhaps best of all for a sense o 
era is the j uxtaposition of Co 
Joe's  "Fixin' To Die Rag" (A 
one, two, three, four/What ar 
fightin' for?) and S/Sgt . Barry Sa 
" Ballad Of The Green Berets . "  
My parents played Sadler's 
often and I grew up not wanting to 
fireman or a doctor, but a Green 
" . . .  one of America's best . "  
Growing u p  singing the , lyri 
"Green Berets" and "All You N 
Love, ' '  and trying' to reconcile 
songs within myself is as g 
analogy as I can come up with o 
music and feelings that came out o 
Vietnam era. 
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1 0:35 
1 7  ,38-Matt Houston 
7:05 p.m. 
4-Nashville Alive ! 
7:30 p.m. 
3, 1 0-Gloria 
8:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 20-A·Team 
3, 1 O-Jeffersons 
1 2-Masterpiece Theatn 
1 7  ,38-Movie: "Smokey and 
the Bandit" ( 1 9 7 7 )  
1 0�00 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7 , 20-News 
1 2-Doctor in the House 
38-Solid Gold 
1 0:1 5 p.m. 
1 0-News 
1 0:20 p.m. 
1 7-News 
1 7-Austin City Limits Enpore 
1 1  :OO p .m .  
1 0-Kung Fu , 
38-ABC News 
1 1 :05 p,m. I 
1 7 -Six M il l ion Dollar Man 
1 1 :1 5  
38-NOAA Weather Service 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
3-LifeStyle -
1 2:05 a.m. 
7 
6:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 2 0-Hee Haw 
3-News 
1 2-Victory Garden 
38-Gunsmoke 
8:05 p.m. 
4-Week in Review 
8:30 p.m. 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2-Movie : "The Sophisticated 
Gents" 4-Movie:  
( 1 944) 
" In Our Time" 
1 0-Silent Crisis 
1 2-Flambards 





2, 1 5 , 2 0-Bob Hope 
3-Bring 'Em Back Alive 
1 0-For the Love of a Chi ld 
1 2-Civil isation 
1 7 , 38-T . J .  Hooker 
7:05 . 
4-Movie :  "They Came to Cor· 
dura" ( 1 959)  . . 
8:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 20-Mama's Family 
3, 1 0-Movie :  "Phantom of the 
Opera" .  • 
1 2-Movie: "The Man Who 
Came to Dinner . "  ( 1 94 1 ) 
1 7  ,38-Love Boat 
4:30 p.m. 




2, 1 5 , 2 0-Super Bowl XVI I  
3-CBS News 
1 2-Wild America 
1 7-Glen Campbell Music 
Show 
38-Hardy Boys/Nancy Drew 
5:30 p.m. 
3 , 3 1 -Muppet Show 
1 0-CBS News 
1 2-Wildlife Safari 




3, 1 0-60 Minutes 
1 2-Austin City Limits 




EIU Women ' s  Soccer Club will meet Friday, Jan . 28 at 4 : 00 
p . m . Julie Wood's -1 309 4th Street. All old a new members are . 
urged to attend . . . 
Alpha Phi Omega will meet Saturday, Jan . 29 at 9 : 00 a .m.  at 
the Rock to go to Fox Ridge. Also don't forget the Rush Party at 
4 : 00 today! 
Campus Clips are published dai!y, free of charge, as a public ser· 
vice to the campus. Clips should be submitted to The Daily 
Eastern News office two business days before date to be publish· 
ed (or date of event) . Information should include event, name .of sponsoring organization (spelled out - no Greek Jetter abbrev1a· 
tions) .  date , time and place of event, plus any other pertin
.
ent in· 
formation . Name and phone number of submitter must be mclud· 
2, 1 5 , 2 0-Super Bowl XVI I  
Post·GAme Show 
3-Star Trek 
1 0-Dance Fever 1 7 -Community 1 7 
ed . Clips containing conflicting or confusing information will not be 
. " .  , _. ;  � run if submitter cannot be contacted. Clips wil l be edited for space I I 00 ., orld ��a����·n��: ;�:"!�o����i�; :�� ��m;u�f :ne:���e 0��: ��n;�; The Dally Eastern News c �, ;;;: · �,.,��-,��:� w event. No clips will be taken by phone. -
____ _ 
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:E � As I remember, -it was at a time when things in 
j school weren't  too' great and maturity was taking me 
� over. I was only 1 7  years old and it seemed as if I had 
E hot feet to get out and see what life was all about. � Leaving school underage and not completing my 
w 1 2th year was the beginning of my first big ordeal in � decision-making . o·· course· there' s  always your 
� parents who want the last say . 
'{:. It was on Nov. 24, 1 968 when I reaHy decided to 
; push forward . Not wanting to be just anything or � anybody, I walked into the Army recruiting office. 
=: Beca :1se the Vietnam error was . still making 
'{: he:idlines, ny friends thought that maybe I had 
b ;own a fu .. :, i f  you know what I mean. 
. After joinir,g the service, my first stop was Fort 
Polk , La. Man, did I start having second thoughts .  
But a s  the weeks passed, things didn't  seem all so 
bad . 
My training seemed to really help me find myself . I 
guess I was really strung out wanting to know who I 
WU. _ 
· I n  January 1 969 we were coming to an end of 
training and being told our next duty assignment . My 
first request was airborne training and on May 1 8 ,  
1 969 I was airborne . Not t o  Fort Benning, Ga . o f  
course, but all the way t o  Cam Ranh Bay, Vietnam . 
Well , the stop at Cam Ranh Bay was a short one 
· and off we went to our field units after being process­
ed in the country-a routine records check and iden-
tification process .  , 
My unit was said to be one of the best and one 
which saw plenty of action. Believe me, everything 
was going well until that point . Talk about wanting 
to go home. 
Well time had passed-about four months-and 
when I got mail from home, attitudes of my friends 
and the young people in the states really began to sur­
prise me . 
Reflections of Vietnam 
Mom said there was a big mass at the university for 
those of us in Vietnam and people were participating 
in large demonstrations . No one seemed to want us in 
DELTA SI GMA PI 
Vietnam and everyone said we were fighting a war 
which we had no business.  
·1 guess after five months of seeing plenty of acti 
my inner feelings about the whole thing surfaced. 
Seeing a country taken over, not of free will, 
people wanting the right to say, "let my people go 
was making all that I had done worth my time. 
Never at home did I see �uch a scare, and be · 
me, I am at this point very thankful it wasn't in 
backyard. 
The fighting in Vietnam was really bringing out 
adulthood and understanding of life .  I guess a lot 
my 'Nam friends were beginning to feel 
same-how thankful we were to be from the land 
the free. But, seeing the fighting from the front · 
gave us a clear picture of the need, the want to sit 
home in freedom. 
Many times I asked myself, "Why take the 
thing a man and family have to hold onto? " 
that 's  freedom. 
. The 1 2  months in Vietnam had to be my bi 
challenge. But if the time ever came again, I w 
do the same to protect my own backyard . 
My friends could not understand why l gave 
months of my life to fight in Vietnam. But t 
again, it wasn' t  their lives , freedom and peace 
rriind which were threatened . 
We all learn from American history and �ot 
time can I remember reading of an unfree America. 
I will stand for my rights I will stand for the ri 
of my family I will stand for the rights of the pe 
who cannot defend their rights . 
This and many things like that have helped 
me a man . 
-by Master Sgt. Patterson, a principle drill 
structor with_ Eastern 's R O TC program. Patte 
served in Vietnam from 1968-69 as a Specia 
Fourth Class. 
THE PR OFESSIONAL _BUSINESS FRATERNITY 
PRESENTS 
SPRIN G BREAK IN D AYT ON A BEAC 
MAR CH 25 - APRIL 3, 1 983 
A rrangements by 




SIX PER ROOM 
$187 
FOUR PER ROOM 
$1 99 
TRIP INCLUDES 
• Round trip motor coach transportation via mode rn h ighwa 
coaches to Dayto na Beach.
_ 
Florida leaving Friday . M arch 2S 
• Se ve n nights accom modat i o n s  at the exci t i ng P laza H otcl 
Daytona Beach.  Located at 600 N o rt h Atlantic A ve . .  it i s t 
most demanded hotel on t he strip at that t ime.  
• A tru l y great schedule of activit ies  i ncluding o u r  
pool deck parties and belly fl o p  contest .  
• Optional excursions avai lable  to  Disney W o rld . E pc o t .  a 
several other attractions. 
• Numerous bar and restaura nt d i sco u nts . 
• The services of full time travel representat ives . 
• All  taxes and gratuities . 
• Guaranteed kitchenette or oceanfront ava i la bl e at sm 
additional charge. (4 per room on ly) 
A QUALITY TRIP -A LO W PRICE - A  GREA T TL 
Th� Plaza H otel, located right in the middle of the stri p ,  i s  definitely the place· to be d 
sprmg break. Ask anyone wh,0 has been to Daytona. The hotel has a pool ,  big party 
restaurant, four bars, color TV, air conditioned rooms and p le nty of act iv ities . Pictur 
available w here you sign up. Our motor coaches are nothing but the highest q uality high 
coaches.  We also give you more extras with our trip than anyone else. Don't blow i t  and 
a lower quality trip. LAST YEAR O VER 8,090 PEOPLE ENJO YED THIS TRIP. 
SI GN UP NOW BY CALLIN 
KEVIN 581-2 
OR JIM 345-1 
FOR ADDITIONAL SIGN· 
INFORMATION LOOK TO T 
DAILY EASTERN NE 
